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2 de septierabro de 1971

Sefior Sabajador;
Tengo a honra dirigirae a Su Excelencia a fin da acusar

recibo de la at©nta nota de su Esabajada del 11 ds agosto poi*
3ji qii© so tlems a biea ©nviar al Sscretarlo Gejaeral una eo«
Enmlcaci<5n del Organise para la Proecripcldn de las Armas
Kueleares en la America Latisoa.

QuedarJCa reconocido a Su Excelencia el tuvi©ra la gen«
tilessa de hacer llegar a su dostinatario la raspussta dol
Secretario General, c^ue se adjiinta,

Aprovecho la oporturddad para reitsrar a Su E:ccel©ncia
les esprosioiQsa ds lai niia alta y dietijaguida

Jefo da Cabinet©

li&selencla
s Alfonso Garcfe

Esfcraordiiaarlo y Pleoipotmeiario
Peziaancaif,® d® Headco

,, eat® laa Kaelones Unidas
' BE 41st St*

Eu«sva Isrk, K.I. loOl?



•"IB

31 da agogto da» 1971

Sefior Secrotailo Goaeral*

Tengo a hoara dirlgirno a V.E* a ob,jsto ds acusar recibo
da su nota del 5 <iel eorrlento por la qiie tieno a bien invitar
la pai»ticlpacl«5n d© iin representante de Uacionoe Unldas en BUS
prdbdisaa deliberaciones.

Con stsiao placer he de d©stacar & tin representant© a fin
de quo eet£ pressate en la l«auguracldn d© tan iraportaiita even-
to. A tal efecto he designodo al Secrstario Tscnsral Adjurito
para Aauiitoe PoHtieoa Especialeo, D, Roberto E. Gwyer, para
quo eoncurra a H&dco. Pa dicha oporbunidad MM llegar mi

EdCo a la Confereaei®.

Al agrad©c®r nuovamente a V.E. la gentil In-vitacida9
aprovecho la oportimldad para saludarlo con Ed considoracidn
tads di@tingulda«

U Tfeant

S.I?. Seflor Beor^tsrio General del
OrgSRtsmo para la Pruscrlpcidn de las

Armas Kacleares ea 1& Amlriea tatisia
D. tesspoleio Benites Vitmeza



^"'i'l $ :>v'i -
MlSION DE MEXICO ANTE LAS NACIONE5 UNIDAS

Nueva York, N.;Y;,,,...a Jl de agbsto de 1971.

Senor Secretario General:

Con la presente me es grato enviar axVuestra

Excelencia un sobre cerrado que le fue dirigido por el Organismo

para la Proscripci6n de las Armas Nucleares en la America Latina,

con direcci6n en Morelos 110, despacho 506, Mexico 6, D.F., que

hoy se recibi6 en esta Misi6n Permanente.

Aprovecho la oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra

Excelencia las seguridades de mi mas alta y distinguida considera-

ci6n.

itonio Merigo Aza,
-̂s {/Encargado~*de Negbcios a.i.

Su Excelencia U Thant,
Secretelrio General de las Naciones Unidas,
Nueva York, N.Y.



ORGANISMO PARA LA PROSCRIPCION
DE LAS ARMAS NUCLEARES
EN LA AMERICA LATINA

Mexico, D.F., a 5 de agosto de 1971,

Nfim. S - 1085

Seflor Secretario General:

•v '' Me es muy grato hacer de su conocimiento que,

'' a partir del martes 7 de septiembre pr6ximo, la Conferencia

General del Organismo para la Proscripci6n de las Armas Nu-

cleares en la America Latina celebrarS en esta Ciudad de Me-
xico su Segundo Perlodo de Sesiones. La Agenda Provisional

Anexo. de la referida reuni6n aparece anexa a la presente nota.

Es de desearse, por todos conceptos, que la

Conferencia General pueda contar, en esta oportunidad, con

la importante participacion de un representante al menos de

la OrganizaciSn de las Naciones Unidas. Por lo tanto, mucho

;•'' estimare a usted que tenga a bien indicarme, con la oportu-

nidad del caso, si la Secretaria a su digno cargo se har&

representar en esta reunion, al igual que lo hizo en el Pri-

mer Perlodo de Sesiones, que tuvo lugar en septiembre de 1970,

Al agradecer a usted la atenci6n que tenga a
bien prestar a este asunto, me valgo de la oportunidad para
renovarle el testimonio de mi consideraci6n ma's atenta y

distinguida. (' x.
"V

Leopoldo Benites Vinueza,
Secretario General.

Su Excelencia U Thant,
Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas,
Nueva York.



* ORGANISMO

PARA LA PROSCRIPCION

DE LAS ARMAS NUCLEARES

EN LA AMERICA LATINA

Diatr.
GENERAL ,

CG/42 Prov.
2 agosto 1971

CONFERENCIA GENERAL
Segundo Periodo de Sesiones

Agenda Provisional

1. Apertura del Segundo Periodo de Sesiones.

2. Aprobacio'n de la Agenda.

3. Elecci6n del Presidente y de los dos Vicepresidentes.

4. Participaci6n de Observadores.

5. Organizaci6n de los trabajos.

6. Elecci6n de Miembros del Consejo.

7. Elecci6n del Auditor Externo.
8> Status del Tratado y sus Protocolos Adicionales.

9. Informe de la Cornisi6n de Buenos Oficios sobre la
solicitud de ingreso de Guyana.

10• Status de la Convenci6n sobre Prerrogativas e Inmu-
nidades del Organismo.

11. Sistema de Control:
a. Aplicaci6n del Articulo 13.
b. Aplicaci6n del Articulo 14.
c. Consideraci6n de los Artlculos 15, 16, 18 y 20,

12. Consideraci6n del Artfculo 23.



CG/42 Prov.
PSg. 2

13. Cooperaci(5n entre el Organismo y el Organismo Interna-
cional de Energla Atfimica.

14. Estado de Cuentas del Organismo.

15. Recaudacifin de Cuotas y anticipos al Fondo de Opera-
clones .

16. Proyecto de Presupuesto del Organismo para el bienio
1972-1973.

17. Proyecto de Escala de Cuotas para el prorrateo de los
gastos del Organismo en el bienio 1972-1973.

18. Utilizacitin de la energla nuclear con fines pacfficos.

19. Informe del Consejo.

20. Informe del Secretario General.

21. Otros asuntos;



OFFICE DES NATIONS UNIES A GENEVE UNITED NATIONS OFFICE AT GENEVA

CONFIDENTIAL

A - TO : His Excellency
U Thant
Secretary-General

DE - FROM : Ilkka Pastinen
Special Representative of the Secretary-General
to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament

REF :

GENEVE, 14. September 1971

OBJET - SUBJECT : Situation Report No.

I forward herewith for your information "Situation
Report Wo. 4-5" covering the Conference from 5 August to
10 September 1971.



SEC/CONFIDENTIAL Geneva

13 September 1971

CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

Situation Report No. 45
(5 August to 10 September)

Assessment

General

Since the last situation report in early August, the Conference of the

Committee on Disarmament has continued to concentrate on the two subjects of CBtf

and CTB.

On CEW, discussion has focused on the identical drafts of a EW convention

submitted on August 5th by the Socialist countries and by the United States. A

great number of amendments have been proposed, orally by the UK, supported by

several other Western and British Commonwealth members, and in writing by the

non-aligned members, both as a group and as individual members. By 7 September,

the Go-Chairmen had completed their extensive consultations on possible

modifications, and had reportedly recommended agreed revisions to their

respective capitals. These revisions are said to go some distance towards

accepting a number of the amendments proposed by the non-aligned members but do

not include the principal UK concepts.

On CTB, despite the submission of a revised draft treaty by Sweden, and

growing support for an early treaty, as well as for some transitional measures

pending its final conclusion, there is no indication of any concrete progress.

A group of Western and non-aligned members are actively pressing the Co-Chairmen,

pursuant to the Assembly resolution, to agree to a separate "Special Report" on

the subject reflecting the evolution of positions in support of urgent action, but

it is still too early to predict whether and in which form the Co-Chairmen will

respond to this demand.

CJW

On CiW, another round of negotiations on the draft convention on the

prohibition of biological (bacteriological) weapons was concluded. A new revised

text of the draft convention, based on the two parallel drafts submitted on 5

August and on some amendments submitted by several delegations, was agreed in a

preliminary form by the delegations of the USSR and the US. In the past week

the revised text was submitted by the two Co-Chairmen to their respective

Governments for consideration and approval.
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The revised text includes a number of changes, which improve the tenet.
These tend to give greater emphasis to the desire to eliminate chemical weapons.
In addition, a new paragraph was added providing for assistance to a party
endangered by a violation of the convention, and "toxins" were given a broad

definition. The Co-Chairmen did not accept the non-aligned amendment for a

commitment to the principle of eliminating chemical weapons and changed this

to provide merely for an affirmation of this as an objective.

Several other amendments were not accepted by the Co-Chairmen. These

include a prohibition of use of biological weapons and the provision of some

preliminary fact finding procedures for verification of an alleged violation,

suggested by the United Kingdom; a moratorium on development, production or

stockpiling of highly toxic chemical agents for weapons purposes suggested by
Mexico; a provision declaring null and void all reservations to the Geneva
Protocol suggested by Canada and Morocco; and a provision dealing with the use
of savings derived from measures in the field of disarmament for economic and
social development, particularly for the developing countries, suggested in

point 8 of the non-aligned Working Paper GOD/341.

It is assumed that the consideration of the revised text by the Governments
of the USSR and the US will take some ten to fourteen days, so that possibly in

late September the revised draft might be submitted to the COD, and soon

thereafter to the General Assembly in the GGD's report.

CTB

Support has continued to build up for urgent action on a CTB, with
appropriate transitional measures pending achievement of the final ban. In early
September, Sweden submitted a revised draft CTB treaty containing modifications,

principally with regard to a brief phase-out period. There now seems to be
general agreement that a CTB treaty should not include any threshold concept and
that it should be negotiated separately without re-opening the Moscow Treaty.

In addition to all the non-aligned members speaking on the subject during the
period (Mexico, Pakistan and Sweden), a number of Western members, including

Canada, Italy, Japan and the Netherlands, agreed that obstacles to an adequate

verification of underground tests had so diminished that only a political decision

was necessary for an immediate CTB.

Italy, Japan, the Netherlands and Sweden also supported the Canadian call
for appropriate transitional measures on the part of the nuclear Powers pending a
final GTB. The Canadian Minister for External Affairs made it clear that Canada

was not proposing a "threshold" treaty, but rather an appeal by the UN to the

testing powers to announce restraints on the size and numbers of their tests.
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The Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia also supported an early CTB but

maintained their earlier position on the verification issue, while the Soviet

Union also made clear its opposition to a threshold treaty, any phasing-out

period or other proposed transitional measures. While not specifically
opposing the use of "black-boxes'1, it had doubts about the usefulness of this
concept for securing progress towards a CTB. The United States has made no

new statement on the subject, and there is no indication that its position
with regard to the necessity for some on-site.inspections has changed.

Conclusion

On CEW, it seems likely that identical revised drafts or a joint draft

will be submitted in late September, prior to the adjournment of the session

soon thereafter. It is expected that many, but not all, of the non-aligned

will probably be willing to accept the revised draft in its general lines.

The UK and its supporters are also expected to go along with the revised

treaty draft as being the most that can be achieved. On the other hand, many
non-aligned members will undoubtedly continue to support the inclusion of a

clause in the preamble on the use of savings for economic and social purposes,
particularly for the developing countries, while a number may be expected to
continue at least nominal support of their own individual proposals, such as
the Mexican and Moroccan provision for a moratorium on production of C weapons.
It will therefore probably be difficult to obtain a full Committee consensus in
favour of the draft, although it will probably receive wide support.

On CTB, no concrete action on substance can be expected at this session

of the CGD, but it is probable that a special report, in one form or another,

and more extensive than in the past, will be made on the subject to the General

Assembly.
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its recourses to sdlitary uses,- Cosspared with previOTs periods in ^deh the
u»re highly industrialised eouatries w©r© not at war with @aeh other, @M@h a^
the year® befor© th© First World ¥®r of 1914-18, or the ©arly ssisaebson thirties
befor© the Seeond World War, th@r@ h&y® bs@a t^o a^ijor ©hasagsSo First,

important, the qualitative ehansg@8 ia weaponry described in th® pr©vi©TO
ter mean that the weapons with whi@h thes® armies ss® ©quipped have grows
ifflBiensely IB lethal power, to eostfr and to @asapl®3dty<, Up to BOW the
iadustsdal resolution' - for e^gmpla, the ecssaereial aad t©etoologi@al esploi-
tatioa of (feoajputeps assd ®l9etoonies - has probably had & mueh snore pQwerftol
isapaet oss the Edlitasy than on the ei^Ll s®Bfto2=0 In <e®sas@qu®mse9 th® relative
©hare of world output dewfeed to military rases in th@ years siae© 1949 ha@
b®oa at least double tAat it we® la 1913, *®a ther© had already b©@a ttea®
years of so®p@titiTO re<=a£fflifflg fe®fews©a th© great- psm®v®e It tfessa stssd SOEI&=
^87« betwe^e 3 ®SM! 3/2 peip ©eat of wropldl G5JP0 Fsŝ  1950 to 1970, is*. •-•
th« ' peslod f©lloiid.SBg the See;ond World War, th® stes*© of wsrM onfepai g îog
to sailitajpy uses ha© be©a abcut ? per ©sat, la shorts if w@ compare the peslod
aftesr the Sssond World Was" with that before the First, woria sEdlitspy <gs£peia3i<=
ture ha@ risen about tei@© a@ fast as wo^ld output e It is a highly
fa©t that the world has ifflO*®a©edl tto© ^olwffi© of r@@ow@@!3 •fefhieh it
to Tidlitaiy rases at l®sst tw8ssty=.fold during th@ ©ourse of this
4o 0?rer the past tweaty years, th® sd&e, tfeoxsgh rapid, ha© b@as irregsalar
Chart 1 A). It MB t@M©d to go up ehsrply in periods of ©pisis or mr, mid
level off for & aimibsr of 3remrs9 but without retumaiag to th® pr®=erisis
Thu®, in th® short sspasis of the th?©@ years between 1949 asad 1952, nsorld adlitarj
eapeaditur© dbtibled ia real terms „ It thea r®a®isB@d appî sisBately level for aisa©
years. It rose to a saew plateau iss the ©©Fly sixties s said the® v@?j
from 1965 to 196?o It thea levelled off.
5» The walsulatioa of ajogr tr@ad depend© greatly oa the time period
If one take© the whole period for which estiaESt.es as-® available » that i©, frost
1949 to 1970 - th® loag-»term average rate of rise ia ^orld adlitary espeMiture,
at 5 P®r <s«t a year io real tsra^5 Ms to©©a roughly ia lisa® %lth the rate of
growth of th@ world national product. But during th@ po@t^^ar years the rat© of
growth in world snatiosial product has foe« unpr®@ed©st@dly higho Cora@qu@^tly
the absolute level of military speadiag ift@r©a@«d v@rj 3ozi^id@rsbly over this
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tosts ffesglt in g&aicw<®efc&fi® -s$atgjsdUsE&S.<3s whisk eff feet® fas? saearo

the eawiroaaasrial dffia&ge Hm,t «m "fco e^aged %sr smsasafeso TSi© ose
is aaotber potwen ^sertecaaB8B%ssl hesai?fio ^heae s?©|£s®3@sKfe eeaae diyeefe aspects of

She iafl£»®st asgset is tine Sî isnsicm t$ silitssy pm^eses odf the
for the aa^a®' fe&ek of s^ îsiog tfes en îs^a^alail. ssssgas «? 1sh®

end. of pnssren&lttg the fter^tas' fe^eaatlQass «hicSj
a* population f&a&ti^lieda These a© ys» seed ia this veposrt to ape&l eat ths

But «Si®t assfls to Ite eeJA hspe is ^&t the ee$t «f
ing and pE>«nrentdUig «S9&mBaaegftfi% <laasg® 4® cestfeato to pern® oa^?awn®e eaaft that
& vast anoun* of £i(&d ©tt^y& !©&<Km6aŝ  ŝ e^?e& «a& derel0ptsa& wag
eoAlM for if solftfeieas to psfel̂ ss ®? ^s«i9(E^^nt«& j^S,wfeione wfee^es
or iuteraat&cnial to K^saKSg, ssre to %@ fie®i* wi^i ea & sesHstie tesiSo Si®

is » naif «bic3i fleas aofe ejagasî E' th0 H&e^r M^S of
to itgefeat poilotiioao is%l«ediiig the SF®»ej«^Uag of
teesaae 1h^ emsxA e&Xbssf piaant sadif iea,t5.«saa o^ ssa? jilfiratp or «oe3i thSuga ae
natr smctgs »y»tea»0 Besou^eoa as® b©$33y lifeel^ to fes mad© feeel^1 @9@Sle l̂@ t©
taelcla all -OKI prcbleias wbi^i are o»taHea fe tMs rield; and
for the probeettoa of the emrSaraKsegafe is ^oeraa to Is® t@&m fs^a «the?* ffi®Ms

7. AeoBuff1 iajpostant es^et of jailitssy sapeMditwes is their effect
eecmeralo s?osrth0 !fo the esfeeat -Hisfe -̂ i© ŝ s® %®e& tsfisiMts growths, this
effect TOiofcKrees all that has %@ea ssSfi

UPlLVfttO OP

80 A flat sate of eeo&fi®ie es^simaea is$ «f eou?s«g essst «rf th©
economic cbjeetivessf acst ®j®ntapies0 2a ©sssae&ie
patolftted %etwe«ii gsowth ia «b9 stceSt of capital

Mbopy fostott on th® cos fasnSre &o& "fife© ^fiso IB os%$ii!r& o& the ® t̂®s?0

social faefettro \itotc3i ax<e i»9o£«r@a in this s t̂iossshiao smi iSiî h ©aa %

3fec rate of tedm^Logicsl «3iaa®& can
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Sfe is <as&2£$&y ^ease^fele to
ltra^Be ©M to «ee ^^h<^° a ra

a sigQifiesBit d£ff@si@n^ to ^3ns &s9@ŝ s$&t
its

as 3j&rg$ as ?£&sd ssjatMi fwans&ffift «* 20 p®r coat of ;

hssisfos1©^ giwa a eoaaeioiss dee&sioa to this offset*
l«wel eoald fee gi-a^s a &i$3if&mt
S2^ Show SB as l&ete of to^s-fesen* OHpaotmsitie® in tto® ^^LSo Heat
h«v» wftttiag lists of im«asto©nt ps .̂jeetess ps^Lc l̂s Î? in ttoe

atato f ea?
ia

ratio is Mtoi^sn tto®® sat f<3Bffl»9 î«5i s^ane t&a* ©a ess®£a@s
«cndjd eajMfit sttt «adit4onail milt «f OIH^& fos> @?S2^ ^tvee to four mslte otf
«aflitSt»asa lmnmtiffi89St» A m%io of this &£xia^isd ©f eowee^ oal
gatteo Imb it s«gse8ts tiiat if a coaatsy tMfih fa^ tastsraee had
derrotiisg 6 per «eat of its mtiGaeX ©wfep^fe to tsOltas^ «sss tEsas^ass'ed half of

to isegeas&ig its isnrastramt la tfc$ eSsll @©G*oa?ff it
apsrlenee a percep îbl-a effect on -fch« gyosth mte ef its <8&sa&ayJ*'

Many d«w«a«g>4ng ensnejelQs do not
eafl so lEpos^ meat of -fcheii" ^as f^ee a&paaac A gefttefeion

spending vmOd ta> lifes^r to «®ei3« a shift to imsstseatg feasfe it
prX7tea.yt3.Hy affttet tSie feal®]ae© of pajfssaisfese ^e^e^ tSasa S^mt&e «sfs$$st

fx^s a jre&sefclea in assts spa@S£iig w^aM the^^ftpa £ms f«s^4ga

a hlgjiea1 ^sfee of
FOQP these eosn$z?l«3g> Uie tte^, f«5P-

acute. At their pjreaenfc l®ff^L of Sm-eslsaeat %be gap ^ots^^a tiieSa? steauSasd
living aafl, tbat csf tli® £adtjst9iat.issd couats^gss is ia®t Missly to "b®
staanrowed for years to efflae. Os& of ths iŝ Ss p^eibtoas of @rc«t& la
tag ceuatariee is to fiad t&o z^^ou^ces f«s> -^t® es« ,̂tissa ef astf

ase new meee «? less eafeisreOy laekSng @ad foa* a sĵ sî s ^g^sasioa of
setam9 Sa teanspoa?tatioa foj? esaa .̂©^ aM in

8iiB{de use of a raaffgtaal capital/ot^iat EatSo of 3 iroaM sy@®@st
each a tsfaasfer wofuld aecelje^ate the gswwth safe® ly 1 pe? «®Kt. ®iis is
clearly an ororatataamtp sine® the$@ as® £o?

in the le^al. «f iimsstraent of
effect on the gmslih ysfce %ese only ha3.f as Mg ®s tli&t suggested 1^ th@
iwasfflal capit©l/e«£tmjt mtSo^ it -vrould st̂ ll jdeld a vesy
iaoreaae in eutp&t over
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strategy for the Second United nations Development Decade. General Assembly
resolution 2626 (XXV) stated that la order to attain & 6 per cent gsxrath
rate in developing countries «• corresponding to a 3.5 pop cent growth rate
per head ~ the ratio of gross domestic savings to national product hed to
by 0.5 pep cent a year,, until it attained the level of about 20 per cent by
1980. For this to be acconplished,, as the resolution; points out* the develop-

ing countries oust 'keep the increase in their current. public expenditure under

close scrutiny with a view to releasing oasinrea resources for investment'. Yet

one of tfaelArgest items In current pgblle eKpen&iture in many of these countries
is oilitary expenditure,

15. What this means in tâ asa «f t&a denial of alternative opportnnitiea is

revealed dearly in an economic stts&y of * fcrfcawf easr developing eoantrtes over

^
the ported 1951 to 1965, Biia indicated iihat -Hmt port of their military
expenditures vhich vent to procare&ent diverted doaeatie and foreign r«BOurees
e^pififfalAat to about fow pear cent of their gross capital f osaatfone Soita&l®
financial arrangtoents voold ponnit «t least part of this to serve the purpose
^^p> ^ _____ - ± ----- •or luresuBSafeD
160 %« level of edneatlon 2s & Asocial faetas9 ' of paxt&eolar iapoactanee to

oMic grotrth* Pas? EK»« ^ £nrolv«fl here than ^tst the scientific and
engineering teuwlaags vbich goes into T®s©flych and devolojBseKfc «od vhich
to amr t*chni«pies and nov technology n fho aeamg îol aoililgr and easperienee
aDCwsaftiy to offgaaiaa and eantswl prdfiuetion px«ed9ees9 and the okill and
adaptability c? *b© woe*em en the stopHf&xw* «r« evesy bit as £Bpeg$ftat» if
not Bora 90. These axe* hovever» %8%wd®p ednmtioaal needs Vaaaci this* la many
eoontriee there i« still a great deal to fed done in sra&siag the litemey vote;
one of the reqateeffients of faster eeonooie grotrth in these countries is an
increase in the lumber of nceriBagg who can read sasl to^ite. Orar and above tMs9

there axe the dedaads for edneatiena not 4«st for ibe pffpose of acceleratiag
econoalc grovth bmte as an end in itself 9 widening peopled asaage of experience
and broadening their ninde.
1?. 'Research and Developaant' has bees inaitit«t£o)aal^ed in scdern
societies, ao that iuaovatioa is n» &0&g«r so haphasaa^ a preeese as it «a*
the period of the isolated iapftntar<> althcts^i its s^sialts still reosfa
X& conseqaenee:, research and de9*lspaieat*8 sbaTe S& î« national product «f
iJrtUBtrlal eoasfepiea has risen festo 9er eaeiaplOj: R and 0 masoned color «&
estiaatea 0.3 per cent of the &ati<sra& px«d««t of ^>e Halted States befeara the
Sacond World War. %ae figure was afeooft I per eent at 1ft® start cf the 1950s,

Ssiile Benoit et alo
by



In 3$€J9 it was $ per €@afe"« Shafts hsa» feeea a stoilas- opwssd tsend la the Soviet
t&iionj, with the share of R and D gxpenditese la net raterial psodttet rising fs?oa
1 par cent in 3$kO to 3.T pa* coat in lf6S». Other highly industrialised eottn»
tries haw not lagged tor behind*
18. mis illustrates another tray in vnich reduced military spending «ay affect
the rate of growtho As was eai& la th© previous cbspter,, the asas race hes been
associated with a «harpay fsensed R ana D effort and has ebucafted a bSc$t proportion
0f the total professional taanpowsr and the l&aited jpeaearces vriiidi the
liwolT«d have eorallaKie for all 8 and D. A reductdton in ams spendtng IB ISSeely
to rem&t In a deeUste In the total aswont spent on R and D. Honet9telasft» eoa»
eentratlon of ttoe remaining R and D ontlajfv on prodnetioa exclusively for civil
purposes would lead to an fnproveatent In the efficiency with union capital and
ether resources are vfeil&aed anft^tanee wold e^elevate the rate of grairtth.
19, In most cmroteieo more is still devoted to milltcay purposes thaa, is spent
on education generally B and ares-Hhcaningly aaste than goes to research and develop^
nent for the civil eector of the ©coaesay, OttvioasJy the altoatioa wraUd "be different
If a sizeable part of the f inaneial seaensrces amr devoted to nllitary «wm vere
directed to inproving the facilities for education ajod for expanding dTll raseareh
and devtAopnent la order to enlarge and imps-ore the tase for ftother eeoaomic and
soeial darvelopaent. Bob» as has aSreedy been pointed oats at least as Inporftant
is the fact that the anted forces in IndMsteJaliaed cnmtzles afcsoxfe a dispro-
portionately large share of the available technically skilled personnel. Modem
armies are equipped with highly sophistleated anaaatants vnose developnentp aali^
tenanee 9itf operation ^HyR»»fly the vso of highly skilled sB&npover *^^ along the
line. 2he 'opportuni^ eoste9 of military eaopenditrares (by which are meant
the alternatives of spending vhich the latter pre»sfflpt) have therefore to be
thought of not Just la terns of a financial neaeu^o* 3be qualitative human
aspect is at least as critical.

tl.3» Bureau of the Census* Historical Statistics of the United States

of the United Stateg. 19TO (91at edit ion) s Washington, D0C0{y

Styana, Sovetov ?a SO Letn Moscow^ 3̂ 67* pp<> 3&£ and
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20 „ Private ssonssusaption, as well as pEwd.si.oia for mush soeial aervi@<ss as
edtaeatioa, health, housing and transportation, together with the ©ost of pr®~
testing ewe physieal m®rtjr®ms®fot are eieariy isu direct eeHEpefeition witts mili-
tary expenditures,, Rieiag stasffitofe of livissg = im the eoatesfc of the w>rld
in wfeieh we Sow l^iTOjf iseasBS nsore esspeaditiure on all these things „ Were soili-
tary expenditures to fall it would assuredly be expestad ia sojae, if act all
©ouatriaa, that nsore s°@sou7@es ^ould be raleased. fof pes-soaai sp^dis^g. The
majority of "•&.. population ^ould hardly agree to forego entirely this advaatage
of a reduction in ndlitas^r expenditure.
21. The effects of ailitary ©srpeaditups on th® ©tsocoEgr are not limited to
the divarsioa of resouress from, other usss. • Military expenditures also tend
to disturb and destabilise the course of the eco»os?r in general, partiisularly
when they fluctuate sharply. The ©ise of defense appropriations i@ deeided
primarily on political &ssi& ^.litarjr grotmd©, arad military expenditures do not
eaeily aecomodate to @hange@ in the economl© situation of a cousstEy0 ftoe re^t of
the eeonoagr has only too often had to be adjusted, to fit im %dth ndlitary esd-
geacies and with the tijne^r@le of military dewelopmaats,
22. This consideration becomes obvious ^hen, for same reason os" other, the
authorities decide that military expenditure hes to be sharply iBcreased, as
has happened on more than/one oeeesioa in the post-^war period (Chart IA). la
developed market economies, the authorities are faced with & auseber of
able altera^tives in raiding the E©@essasy additioussl resources. First,
eaa acquire these resources ttoawgfii increased taseatioa or te^ws^isigj, thereby
©loving the growth in personal eoasraaptiora or private isavestmeatc
spending on euch progranaaes as welfare series or edwsatiosa @ould be
relatively or svea absolutely. This would ateaaj that military expenditures
loeate long-term sosial policies. There is also the possibility that the
authorities might fail to make sufficient adjusts&nt® either by way of
taxation or by way of re&ueed social expenditure, and so allow eases® deseand to
force up prices and" cause inflation or accelerate its pace. An inflationary
proses©, one© generated,, is difficult aad @o@tly to stop. Experien@e ahows that

a sharp upswing in- 'military expenditure eaa hâ e effects %M@h tfdll be felt for
many year®,

23 0 In the centrally plamied ©soaomieSj, military @Kpenditw@@ also set eon=

siderable eonetraints on the flesdbility with %shi@h the ®®®nw& eaja be platmsd.

Military adjustments ̂ mdeHaken on the grounds of politieal coiasideifatioms tend
to disturb the eeowade proportions in the @ivil @e@tor and the problem of

preserving proper equilibriran between supply and dismanfi for various indtastries aad

sectors become appreciably more difficult.
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la developing eowtries, the tasr-foas© is HJMtedU ft© pm^ of eivil
and the ©ast of adlitazy forees offcess talc© up maeh of a eesstral

government's ' revenue e Farther, sdnee in EHI^ maeh eowatriss asaeh of the
finance for investosnt ©ames from the go^esmasafe,, there is a direst <gonfli«st
between military expenditure astd dercnaLopmaat. Equally, military spendiag often
represents a heavy burden OB the balsae® of psyiaeate for the purchase of ams
from abroad. tod ©TOM wheia weapons are provided SB 'aid' , th^- not oalj t@Ed
to absorb a Ias?ge part of the eoiantEf's skills, but at tha same time mean the
diversion ®f & sigaifiessst p&H of the ©oimfci?j!s liusitesl ftods to the develop^
saeirat of the aeeo^sas^r fidlitaz^ irfs^^atOTaetoE^,, saeh a® sipfield® or &>®ad@, f@r
wMeh there fflfi^1 be @oiQpd&&tively little ei^il use,

••25. Apart from gene^sl destabiliztog ©ffests on the eeoH^ ŝ the diatwbiag
effects of the fltaeteatioras whi<sh so often €ha?aet®&is® railitafgr pragrsmes
tend' to'-be-60.i^@mtfs.ted isa the particular ?egiow aM pfi£tieul&F industries
whey® militasy prwourssaeat takes plaeeo FtotheBsar'e, as tos been aoted earlier
on, the technological esas rase makes for rapid obsole@6@n@®, md_ofi©a, as '̂ s@
JUadie&fe^l' IB Chapter III, for the atedQameat of msjor iad^stslaX proje@t@ iis
whi@h .t®ns of tfeowgaads of men may be erapiojido Siaddesa @teag@@ of diff®©tioa have
ia the past led to ©onsidsrable lo@al disraptiosap great wasfe© of .capital
at least isi some tsoimtries, high rsgiomal
the fiadlagss) of the Se@retsry<»Creneralfs 1962 B@poH^ that mo »Jor.rajastability
need be the oozpegpesases of diseumsoMt.
26. In terns of baLaB©®=of«payjn3ffltss it is wsualSy the develspissg @ow2tri@@
«hi@h stand. to lose most from their adlitas^ espsffl«Sitra2=es, The r<sa@om are not
far €®-'seeko A® weapoms be® OH® laore @ophi®ti@at®S assS i^re sspsrasiv© to demLop,
fewer ffiomtrie© ?.-QX»C> able to produce them? for a@ i@ beecadsg iaeffeEsiagly
obvious, advasseed joilitsr^r technology is mow the pr®K>gatiTe of the powerful
industrialized -eoumtrieso If therefore a dwelopiaag eouatrjr wishes to aeqsuire
0ophisti®ated weapons, srad if none of the eountrie@ smsiwfaiet^Kdmg them wishes
to provide them bj %a^ of adlitar^ aid, the developing ©cwsts^ @ould iiaswr a
considerable balaace of papaerafcs @o©t is aegrairf-iag either the weapons or the
background teshsiology (or both). The credit© from the ams trM® go to
with highly developed d@f.@n@® isadustries; the debit® go to emmtsdegi %d.thout
27« Against this, it is soasstimes argued that developing tsotmtrie© gain frosi the
sale of strategic Materials, aad that th^rifould'eospeqweHtl^1 suffer if there

2/ The Eeonosaie aad Social Cogtaeaueaseas of



substantial reductions ±n military expenditures by the tedustrialiaed powers „
However, ealculatioas asade by Professsor Leontieff for the year 196? oa the
hypothesis that'total military demand was transferred proportionately to the

; ' •

•various eatsgorf.es of eivil demand, showed that for a selected group of stra=»
tegie materials, there was ao eomasodity, other than bausdte, 'ssher® the isapaet
oas sale® ua& sigaifaeeat-,,-^
26 0 Military expesditisrss have slso feed the offset of inereaiiag feh® dis-
equilibrium in <Bouftferi@8* balaaee of payments ~ sM this i§ both a mtioml
iafc©s?aatiojaial eoasequ^ae® of sdlitarj ^pdnditur®. The Waited S.agdosa9 aasi
reeently m&S'0 particularly the IMted States, fea^e isiairmt swbsteatieil rail
©speaditures ia maintaining troops outside their o^a borders, These factors
have eoBrtributtsd to the dif£i@ulties both of sterling sad oS theTdoll
disequilibrie. in world pa^aeats undoubtedly tev© glowed, aaS @t times
to reverse^- world progress toweard further relasmtions of rsstrietiosss OB trade

29. Agsitet the lorag eatelogue of harafiuO. ®ff@@t@ of tb© ra@© aad
» ®n@ benefit t#M.@h Stas been ©lainied is the spur giwsa to

eal progress < Qb^iou^lj, if there is such & benefit, if "was5 is the aiother of
itnremtion", the e®©t IB hmtena lî es asad M^ery has bsess far too high ® psdee to
pay for it.
30. During the SeeoM World War, it is argued, @@rtaia @<gi^ati£i@ ased t®ctoo-=
logi@al a<Jromees were accelerated, s^eh as the de^®lopm@^ of atemi© power, of
©output ers, of air traiaaport aad radar, aM of ©iect-roaies lit gm@r@l. ?ast
research assd development orgaoisatioB^ ^er@ set up to iftpLemmt pre@i@@ techao-
logical prograteieSo The adoption of this ne^ orgaaiaatioiffial spproa^h iaa@ due to
the aeed to accelerate the steps fron fu^dameiatal reaear@h to pra@%i@&l sppliea-
tiosiss,, aaid this has undoubtedly left its mark on all adwafgedl t@ehnologi@ally
based iadustrj today. But, if countries are prepared to set the right priorities p

they ought to 'be' able to adbieve even ssore rapid teetoologieal progress ^dthout
war or an asms ra@e. Moreover it has to be bora© IB adml that l̂ile during the
war some forms of teetalsai advaQ^e %rere aseelerated^ others of egiaal or perhaps
greater importance for psakiod were rsterded, esd th© SOT© is true 6f th@
race.
31 o Parti@ularly ii^portant in the @o^v®uporary setting is the fact that
tary and spaoa technology appears to be becoming more sod siore sps©islis©ds

See Aaaes
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less sad less adaptable to eiviliaa n®®,"^ Moreover, military seeraey always
the paee at whieh ©ivil benefits can be extracted fram military

32o More issportaat thaa this, the §pe@ialised feat-area ^M@h haws fo@©n imparted
by Military donasids to the pattern of research aszd d@v©lops©rat were ©IgarJy not

designed to solve the world's present soeial asad eeomoiaie problems, sad far lass
those which population growth asad saviro«©!Btal protaetioa pose for tosaorrow,,
Moreover, relative to isshat has been spent on military research aad development,,

medical and biological research, research into the emiromaent, aad research

parti@ularly directed to the needs of developing <gouB'fcxdess have consumed few

resourceso If even a fraetiora of ndiat has gone to asilitasy R and D were provided

for a frontal attack <tm ©tsme of the mala ei^dl prablosas of the wrld, oae ©m^ht
to espe©t Hra@h larger benefits in the pea©eful -OB&S of s@i©n@@ 'bhan haw eonse
from the @pia«off from adlitary R asad D, give® a powerful e©ia®© of purpose aad
the same institutioiaalised teetaiqises of orgaffidsatiois asd aaaageaaeat ^M©h iaili=-
tary R and 0 has stimulated=

33 <• Whereas it i© possible to ©orasidei1 the eeosiiMHtv. seiasgqueia©©®
ra©e and of military expenditures in qwantitativ* tesm'Js their eo©isl

quen©es earn osjly be diseussed qualitatively. It stands to reason that
tary expenditures also have profo«md soeial eosi!3@i|tieffiegs,, and-the shadow..of

possible disaster sshioh asoderra asiE®ffi®its east over \he world is ©learly the
most oadaious. An armed world whieta i® always adding xo its potential aot ©ssly
in soaventional arasasEesat® but also ia weapons of mags destruction; a world
in wteieh di@taia©es hav© b©®a jaad© irrelevant fey mod©m aiverafti a %®s°ld ^iieh is

siblei asid a world that knows that no part of it eass b© proteeted any longer from
direst attack by sauelear adssiles, i© a fearful plaee for 'Mmdrsto aasd teadredsei
of ndllioas *dio strive to better their lot as their maabera multiply, The fear
and tension whi@h this gituatioa imdue©s is & faeto'i0 *Msh serves to iafiaiB©
eosafliets both between groups arad between nation.
34, Against the badcground of the historical @ |̂'©ri@B@© a£ th@ Seeoad World
Was?, the fear ©ngendersd by the Em@l@ar a»s ra<s© W&B oae of the factors whieh
stimulated the post-war disillusion ©f th© youth im aijsay eouatries, whatever the

level of their solitary apassdissgo &ery ©Mid learat that he lived in a world

1J/ An GESB report has soamesated that "the te@haologie'!al
d®f@«e asad ®p&<&® are diverging from tfaos© ©f eivi^iasn industry,
means that the possibility of s«eh direst transfer <ill tead to dimi=
smish*1. OBCD, "The Effects of Mlitary asai'Spaee Rei;«ars!i oa Siviliaa
Technology", Governaeat aM T©(shiai@al Imovatioiffi. P«sd@, 1966, p0 31»
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He learnt-that weapoas infinitely ssor© destnustiw ttei th© b«b® Tsfai<sfa ww©
dropped ©a Hiro@hi@a ©ad Nagasaki war® in a ©tote of eosstant r©adia©ss, and
that a military or hmsaa or ©TOSS a teehaieal error @ould h&^@

eonsequenees. This atmreaess has tsssdoulbtedly helped to ereate a

baskgrouad of uaeertaisstgr, of f®ar and aa3d@tys aad sometimes of dodLal r@j©@-

tiou or disillusion. S«s Western soeial p^®hologi@t@ tand to aseribe to the

affos@ rsee and to the horrors of wr a belief,,•wtoioh prewsil's las SCSE® of
younger generation that the world is asa is^atioaal pla@@ i& ̂ M@h the
meant of @oei@ty, throtBgh. eeogjoasie growth, is £

populations' of the wrld will hanre t® fae©.if mey are to fisd the
resoure@s with ?M©ls to. 'exist | or th® rspid spoliation ©f ®w pt^®i@al ©nwiroia^
mesato But, Caterer feh@ iaap®ribaB@© of tlses© other esiajor pr^bleiSs, th©r© ©asa be
no question but that the ©ontinuing as^s rae© as^3 th© growtli of îol®ia©© ia the
m>rld adds to th@ disaffection ®f nillions of people, >
35 o 5h® ®#as§ E^e® also tend© to eharag© trsditioual
th@ ©î iliagi ssid Bsi'litaEy ®e©tors of th© @©OSSQE^O Ttss

then th© solitary for@ea thwselws,, It includes tfe© fisMS

•»» I
th® politi@al ©stsblishments sad adiisistri©® ttot ®^@ their pd^ser to th© sssa©

==> a ©CEsbissatiosi wSni©h has ©021® to foe @®ll®d the

of ®is Sssaoase adlitasy estafolistosat,
in the tesKLsaa esp@riesii<s©0 fhe total iaflweae©
spiritual is f©lt ±m. ©ve^ eity, <w©sy Statehows®, ewer^; of fie© of the

that :
Federal GovejEWttemfc* . But ife should, be <aaph-asis®^ thi@ is in; no

beeome ©oaeesraed to pre^ejwe th^GSislTgs. amd
t

of a potssstial ©MQES^ leads a eowat^y to set tap a
this establisteE©ffit its tiara s@ts to keep tSs© f@ar sli^@. It

question the sia©©j?ity of as^ ©cmeiliatoi^ i3&^©@ fnmn the 0th@r side, asd im
gesseral act to preserve a politieal isszage of th© w®rld as ©ae.^bdeh Mill
require a high ©tats of isdlitarj preparedness. That is a farther soeial
quenee of the asms ra@e.



12.

is ©pp®s©i t© th© spdsdt of

si©t only essfeail tea^r ©©®a@ai© bat sis®



CHAPTER?

THE ZNIBRHmCKAL GOGSSBQWfCES OF THE ARMS RACE

' AND MmTAKf S£PI83DITUEB$

!„ Regardless of the impa@t that's country *s military expessditur®® may
have on the attitudes of it® people and on the implementation of smtioraal
policies ±a the ©ivil field, the purposes wMeh these expenditures ar©
meant to serve are by defi&Ltion international in dbar.aeter0 Period® of
internatioasl teasioa arc usually a&soei&ted with aa aeeelefratioa in the tans
race; and in turn a dpeedingMip of the race asaesBbste® international tension.
We live in aa era of opposing bloes, with powerful arnd.es poised against eaeto
other, and an era in whieh the ycaefeioa tiate of auteni&ted ausiear adgsilea i@
imeasttrably swifter ttor the paee at ^ich diplcasas^ aoraally worie®. It i©
an atmosphere whidi generates fear and a ®&m® of insecurity.
2, The aaassi&g of aswaments, ami the eontismed d@v@lopiafi2it of mw weap®u=
siysteMS caimot but generate ra»re maspi@i©a aad greater tegg&Loga tha® exists at
the start, a&d by 00 doiireg provoke hostile s^aeiioia® •=- rmsgissg fma
tary ailitary eapeaditure® to talk of war » oa the part of those who feel
threatffined. This appli«@ to all amsmmte, Aether they ecsaa into the
Called ecmr«nfeio8alt or that desigamt«d 'weapons of saasa destmetioa' ,
ao«UBUlatiosi of weapoae also iaereasea the possibility that force adght b©
resorted to ass a meaae of dealing with Intematiosaal problems. The €canp«ti<~
tion in nuolear weapons obviously overshadotm all other aspects of the sraE»
race, alause a esuelear war would put the future of ttte entire world at risk.
3» Regional anm ra«s®s ia eesa^esttionsl weapons , «hioh rafleet d£vergeist
issteraationitl interests, Aether polifeieal or eeoa île, asad whieh in turn are
ettstained lay supplies of aaaas from ara©°prod.u<siBg powers, ar® also otosloug&y
inmensely important in the exaeerbation of int«raational tesssion9« fh© iinpos°~
taaee of trade in modern weapons for the countries which produce them tea© been
referred to in Chapter HZ, Moreover , the rate of obsoleseessuse im teodern araa=>
menta is such that considerable quantities of surplus war material become avail*
able each year, the resale value of which greatly exceeds its scrap value.
There is consequently a atrorag eeoaassie active to search for markets for such
material. Equally, the buildup of weapon® and of axaed forces
may well tempt ©one countries to seek a military solution to disputes tdtfa
their neighbours. Quite apart from the severe @a@rlfi@@@ in life mA



whi@h eoafliets ia the d©TOlopirag areas of the wield entail, these at the
time @ars=y the irisk that thegr saight spread to aeighbwHjag eosasatsd©®

other ecumtslea. especially major powers, ©©aid beeoase dipsetlgr teralTOd, Kith
whieh it wwald be inpo&aible to predict,

The BHBS race inevitably esisserbates isatoraatioaal temiosss^/arad isi~
erodes the jnuppoees and 'psisieiples of the UoSU Ctet©3p

both TdtMa a&d outside the fs»ajae%i©s'k of the S&sited latioas to
measures towardndtsannaffiejat ha-^e had, a& aaid eaylier on, valuable result®,
treaties that have been ssegotiatsd ©o far are iiaportaat first step®, «Mch have
helped to prevesafc the state of iotesiaatiosml t®nisioa la th@ world torn be^osais&g
Bore serious than it still vma&m,
5o fhe foregoisag ^assidayatioHis tuaderli®® 'tt© aeeossity for all Stafe@§ t©
effort® toward •di^SEiBaiaffiSitj pafftitsMlan''ly §au®l®as° disassi^osEfe. fh®
tiatiosss of th® tfeited States aasd the Swiot UM.©ia to @t<^ the S^B
a© all other- ifflte&mtion&aL efforts of both nel@aa° sM a@a=at!S«dear St@t<m
but be im the interest of all peoples,
6= Int®matioaal suepicioss and f@ar@, fee-wra*, do £&v Hroipa than poisoas

iffi the political ©ph©S"®o The^ also damage the e©oasasis aad social
of th@ world by iiapediag escshssig©© botwsea ps®pl®3t Aether these to©

of trade aad the flow of ©apitffil, os° of !m®wl®j|gQ m£ tseteelogieal
If ther® were mo arara j?ae®, trad© &Q& othe? esesfeeag^

A halt to the arsns jpae© @mild bj itself be
of tether ©adstiBg bssrisra, and is* tSai® «@^ Irn^r© a b«a@fi@ial

effesst oss iss&erwtioHial trade •
trade has g?o»m at a ^©sy high mte oipe^ th® past fa?

and has by far eurpassed the rat® of gm&h of w©2»ld outpnat0aiad seated
, together with other ijapoE^mt/f actors s

the expansion of ezsshaages betwsea peoples,
6. Military ©omsideratiosas have liiaitsd trade iia so^ealled strategic
noditie@, asad have l@d to the @reatiosx of ilval tmd@ gyomplsngs
alia, restv&stiottss of trade in ®osia of th® pstoduets ©f ad¥sja*®d
Oawistg the 1950© ther © v&® h<$mj @t?@^@ oss th® prwimtiw @f sa
help a potential adwairsssy's Qcosasade or nilitai^ d©^®lopaa®sfe „ Stes©
liberali@atioss has takea pLa©© suM woE'ld trade ferns mw@d fa£th@?
stonaal pattesfsa©, But the restoist-ions «foi@h still rsaiaiffi a?© of
iaiportafaee in the eas© of a munbar of teomoditie©,, iaeladifflg roaagr of ^M@h ars of
key importaae® ia EKKtera industrial wd @augiae@idag development a



9" Utoe SSSE®
tifi@ ssestenses between eotmtvleso This @sa sis© b© icegaKtedl a© a kistd of

are not the only liEdLtiasg faster ter©t thej?e ©s»© propes'ty jpigfets in t©@taa=»

logical dwelopsaeat, airs! Kaatiosjsi qait® aatwallgr will wish to profit £TOH» the

teehnologi@fi5L advanees fo? whi@h ttosgr themselves si3© s>©sp©j»ibl®0 fh® ©ff@ets

of th® prsvailijag snaB ^ae® as?® s»t f sit ©jjaslly @^@? all £l@ld© %^jey© twiBiped

b® to the benefit of allo F@r osasapl®, there

f®w is^sdî ssate 'to aeadssai© ejcebaiages i® tto® pii@ î@al sdt®K<s<ss, But if

! tMs is a feiMsme® to th® isatessiati©5aal @pir@3d of saw t©sto®iogi©s

i&£@ed a MMmi@® to tfeeif spread to the isdUi! se@ior all mrer tte woiPld.

10o Milita27 eosa@id@ipati©ffis also iaflueae© tfea pafct©Hi of world ferssfl® la a

soBH§@ffaied abowb' tlKsir <S@p®Msaae© ©ss f ̂ op îgsa tead© fos° ^it@l supplies iss time

of war0- This is ope of the ?@a@offl!3 ac» iMnastrlsl ©a^afefi©® Mv@ai@© isi oird©? to

©splaia tSae pFot@@ti®si tlasy sffoM tb@ir @g£l@iltw© asid SOTS© ©ategag'im of th@iF

ffig$auf*@twiiBg iratosst^To 1st & di@3ra@S wsjrM, ttos^ w^id at least saot be abla

to advance this E"@as©ja for tfceia5 pfot^tio^L^a,

Ho Steckpilisag of 2?aw- aiat®siisls as a ©em^@qm®@@a of tfe© am@ rae® is also a

factor iMeh iffl the past has distorted world tpad@o Th© t«d«<sgr -feowaffds

pilissg ©eesas to b@ ds©lissiBg, btzt ttoer® i© ©till tto possibility ttet tli«

of ©tockpiles eaaa ereat® sarfcait di©toHi@Be<> SKE© B£tioos@ &?@ @o @®m@©sa
to d®@l with the

Trade betweea the ©eats-ally plasaaed mS tts© d@^®loped istafket ©gmtasd^s has

if the latt®£° did mot exist,, tfees6© wonsld still fe@ pirabl^ES in
trade between «2©tuitel©9 with bE@i@all^r diff@?@rat ©emss®i© g^t©sai@. Eat, l

disarased %gas*ld, trade b®t%9®en ffiag&afe md eesjteslljr plumed aeoMffld.©® ©msld

fail to ri©e. At th© mgszrat, it a@@oimt@ for ®sO^ 5 p&?> @®at of ^orM tradl®

TSi® developed maifte«t @©®aoiaieg» faewmv aeesiaat for 62 p@jp ©sat of

fa©tua*iiag oatpat and the ©©atff-sl^ plasrn®dl eeoaoisios fto? 31 per

I/ See Intejaaatiossal Dswlomeat Stsrategy, ISaited Batiosa^ Publi©atios»
(Sales Mo0; £„ 71« u.A.2^

2/ The C^awth of World IndaBtay. ?o!0 29 StatletiedL Papeim, Sesdes P9 Sb0 7t
published by th® St̂ ti@ti©al Offi©e of the felted Nati@sas0



it wu&d toe Fe&mm&m® to @2ip@@tt tfe® flgope of

gssall0 It coyld Mstlly bat s?is>®, asud si®Edfie©atly, tin®
the affssa paee <scffl®e to a halt*
13 o The developing <g®mBferie® IB whl©Bs two-third!® of the wwrld*®

liva m& which aspe feispmsiKJla fes> @fe«mt 120S P@F <s@Eit
wsruM also bmefit iasa l̂at©!̂  fsro® a <se®smtlosi of th@

of irorld ©stpsrts dsffiff^as^ from ©bmafe 27 p@r ©dsit la 1953 to
la i9^9o As wa® poie&tM crt iai

la t&efcp tead©« ^sfeh
isa @®sta or tSwjwgli tto sspoiri of pffis®^ ps«d^@tes it ©

growth potential at s psrfei©«2las'2y
of s&saif&a tovvi&t.

of t?sd@ ©©Hid mil
It

tto® past tM© g@EQH°®l ®^pdsl(m@© to® &©@a ttefflfe,, for ss^gy 1
sb0tti 2 pep ©@at is sdS@<9 to ttee Wi>tea© of

to -•world owttpsst t
of trade.

iffl the polieie@ of doaor eoamfeyi®s0 It is tF@@ that ia the

to tsks
beesa limit ©si D Wh©a ©©asafes1!®® &?® d«wsting iarg®

to

15 o Ass iB@9>@a^@ i& w>2>ld
of sl«S pvovid&i S^ th@ rieter to th@ poo?@? @@a2^t]d©@, Oa® mmjoi? <@ff@st of

to

OJP «w@a priffiaE'i3^r iss tssss© of © ©oMtiop of the psfebleia® of
but a® a TOSTO® of aequiffisig iBfIti®&@® isi a p^rtiewlag" s>®gio55y or of

to sosas ottea?

the 1«̂ @1 of of£i<si©l

The suat tes fall-sss srioadily tte®BghoMt tto 1960s snot osOy iss rsletiom to



gross aatiesisi pwxSsaefc of the dtesr ©oasatriLss, but sis© of t&e d@mlopisrag

eovusteles, asad IB 1970 ©orastituteS ossly osae^thiyel of 1 per «smfc of their

©sabiaed CKPa Official aid ww ©osn&ributes resaws©® egaimLeat to 10 per

of iwrestaaant in denraELoptag ©asmts?i®ss bust, thi© falls f&r short of United!

vate investment, IB th® fam of suppliers' ©radite, bond asad 9tods issues, «st

dire@t foreign iswestsaeHto Fasids of this fetnd do ssot fall witMB the

of aid, siB®$ ifeegf wsmlly dmand & higila Fe&txm, oft^a istei^wJirag

sdsfe proBBiwto Bitit ©I«@p2y th<agr ©ossbsdbufee to the volume of isrsrestmssife ±® the

d«nsrelopi0g eountx^r, A slowdaag of the a«e va®@ tsouM nafte
available both t>y isiejf^asigjg th® ®upplj of ?@aasross aad by

TSi© Gsaseff-al Asseafely has is®4. targets batfis f©s> tfe© total flow o

it &@ prepffl^a.^ ©taaM rea©& 1 p®? (S®iafe of th® gg«®s !Mti©Ml ps^dia©fe of

0»f per s®at of

of eous&ries hair® imei© pfoga'ss® tsrwsMa ths©@ tw^feat iaa !f©e«at

@ sfeas0© of aid isa fete© gm

pmhaet of t%@ «t©wsl®p®i «owafeffi@s to fall s-atheff ttem 24e)©0

l&o It would teke oialj a 5 P&£> ««^t @hift of ompmfe ©sjpeasSitwr©® OB aiaas to
d<w@lop£a©nt to aaak® it possible to appz^oaeft tfee offleial tapg®&© fo>3°

swb&taatisl ewftailiasai of th© ai®s ^s-e© wsmld p©2rf.t fos> th@ fiimt
of a&$'&iV9 tipasssfor of s>ssou?@e@ wtoicfe @ouid raak© & ftsssdesagaital ©teage isa the

pro@pe@t@ for sodlstl asssi ©esatsmlffi d®v@lopmeit. The TOliag.® of fixed iaw®t«at

last the dr^alopiag ©©taafca-Ies is «satis t̂sd to tora b@@a orouad $65 billloa IK 19̂ 9 8 A

of 10 p@a° @@2it frost «@tpld Mlitss

rasouro©® to yai©e the figora by

19 o Owiously, if ttt® <di&am3&&iH& ditd.d@%d» wars to beeraae & 2>©ality,

iWttld be massy other @laiiaaat© beside® aid for the S^SOOTOSS fw®d in developed

eountx°ie®« Btojy of fttose, i&atbep in the pwbli© OF private a@@t@r, fea^e al^eadj

been referred to. Nonetheless, as^ tdge asse^ssaessi of world pz*oblassa ©ould not
fail to give additicmal aid & ver^ high priority,

20, Given a 'disazissprat dividend1 , thair® are r©a@osts for foeiisg opttoisti©
that developed @owttx>ie@ wcmld be prepared to budgst for mwa i^@r@®@@ to aid,

for saor® aid, often 3i?g<&

Strategy, para^a- 43 end



, is gome eases, beearae® of bslwgo of psgwsate
Gossseqpaearfely, lower levels of ffidLlitasfy (gsepsnidlitex3© nsmald
obstaele to tto expaasioa of alA. Jsa 1953, is Gssaesrai
724 (TOl), Messber GoTOmssssts SOTP© wged? "tghe
asade in issfc«matioaal3y ropensised tsopldMd.de disssssmsmt, to dewfe® a
of th® ©aviags aehiewed through mieh disaraamesai to an
withia the fpaase6»rfc of tha Ufiit@ti Hatiosas, to as@ist d^f^loiaront saad
struetion in «ad®2^ewalope«i countries", fh® <eoispl®a®a%aBy objeetd^a® of the
Diesmamoat Dsead© and th® Ds^elopamat D©®ad© illustrat© the seme paimi.
21 o The way th® 3?asow«se© w&@ available f«p aid &m utilized jsakss all th©

to th® ®f£<8e&iv®ae©s of tfeeijp iiapaefe am t&e gfmefch of th® develop-
»9 ys. td'uui.«»u$9 j^a vfjvjrji^f ta&p&wingsi ̂

me®Bwe@ u©sd for their soltatiosio Here smeh help ©«id b©
vided to the developitag eo^atrie® by seiestists ©sad t®ghool©gist® of

for esyyyLng out ©ash %Kj^ktf !ffha Ad îeosy Cknasaitt®® on tli© Appli@©ti@sa of
Seiene® sssA T«@haolo©r to DarolopSBent has p?opos®d t&at
be asked to «llo<sate 10 per <s®at of their research assS developsnaat
to projeiets of eoneewi to developiag eosjsatsle^j aM a Jtofeher 5 p®sp e©at to
©y®ate th® aeeessagy insfeitatioiaal iiafipastiPtt©t.«5ff® fos> ®(
The Peasfgoa C^ssissifMa th®agH tSssfc a pealistie tas»g©fc for ttw

be to cais^sk, Isy 1972, 5 pss? seat of ttesis? publie

fop developissg eoisatoi®®, of whish at least a half ahould b©
elopis^g ©miatffles theaisel'ves,,'*' But it mmt be Fmoaboreid that

th® @@i@giti©t@, essgiiHi©eya, sod iatetsialist® t&o would be 'roL®a©ed' if adlitasy
@3ep3nditiir@@ fell ia tfoe doaor ©©aatsdes asp© teighSj ispssialised ia th® skills
have b©aa nasisg, eiod that ttesgr sr© mot a©o@ssss>ilj the people ^ho could h@lp isa
raisissg the yield© of ®n»p@r OF in ds^slopisig ismter supplies. It %dll take time
before the ?@@@ws©© ^lisfe w@?® devoted to their trsdsdag w& ®tB$L@jm®nfc, p?®dae®
a ggffliar^iosi ®f saora wapetoat to h@ML@ tih&t sr@ ̂ slled the 'S s^d D pjrofolew of
developffieBt1 c Hopes im the R sead D field should b@ high, but they should aot
be raised tos> high,,

to Bw^oiaeBt t Report,
Preeges* P>abli§h@E>@, N»¥, , 199* p
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©®si©id@ip©d ±n its esskipefcy, Ifojp© sad SOT©

But

help in briagiag about, assd ia
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Press tieei feanaoiplal States few© relied oa KdliteT^ foy'cas to
enhance

anrt to ^ssersas'g tbeto aeaiaxdty,, Today 1© no

Bat with the aeQ@lerat.ioa of technologies! changa, th® perils which

have br«raght in thsir wafe© feav© fes-aana eo asiifco that it is si©

to Dry thr,t tho arias rac® has- fin?,n3r prc?sridod EIQB with the

©f jmttiisg en esfl to Ms? sp0sies0 That is fch© aost obsrious of its

Polit-icBl wLsdssa has ao fas1 avarfesd this final disaster,, It

i?53Uf@ sgaiast jailitayy raisealeiil^tisa oy Ggainst human OP

toelmical ©n'©?,, bath of which cotild lead to th© sssas fearful ®ad0 fhis Is

th© firsfc thiRg tli "it isrnst "be eonoltzclsd aljoivt ths eosKBequencss of th©

threat of ultimate poril it feas g®aorat€Mi is by fas* ths

single poril the world faeos todag'j far HIOP© dasgercsiaa tfea®
either the

<lia®as©9 far ISG:.TO dasigejpeias than/population cssplogiQa or pollffifclrao IMe

has to be wished agaiast whatwep arEisaaesta msj hairo

Si fej pFcwid3,Kg peoples with a seas© of -^feefe5 national
very

2o I-for© than this0 fhs aHS3 raes ia.iti.al3y ffiak©3 nor© aouto

to ^hieh it rol®t0s0 Politieal diffei'SBcesi fooscoi© sltaxpsaed bj the

fsas* ©ssS siaspieioa ^Meh th© pillB^ of anssEic-jits gcaso3.'atesj0 Ifisitor-ijatisaial
\

©Irerxlj iMissdc^ fej other factors s boaesasa .ol«jjcd9 pasitiGia3.a3'l]f ia th©

of sd^sieed tefetoolog^.eal im'tCTtFj» MaJitas^ ©spcajdituroa help lead

to aetefcs 3iabalsReQ3 ia 'the iBtasrsiatioaal pa^sa®ats0 Gylt^^al ^tohastgos beesaa

Ia shas't tha s©ewdtj tilvlch sxiDaEicat© arc o«^pi

?Jc© tho v©ry political diffsreaees which agitiosss ssŝ 1



As this Report has mad© clear, the ©ost of the arms raee is enormous,

teeause of it, resources have been deaied almost every other field of

aoeial aetivity. In total it eonsumed nearly 2000 billion dollars during

the sixties„ If annual military expenditures eontiaue t© absorb their

present pereeatage of world GBJP, tĥ re©̂ ld well reaeh the level of 300=350

billion dollars (at 1970 prices) by the end of the desado, with a total ©out

for the decade of some 750 billion dollars more thass was spsrat isa the sixties,

4. The adlitary expenditures whiefa east the greatest shadow over the world

ar© those of the major powers, who between them account for the balk of all

dangerous., fhere is mot only the risk ©f eonfliets spilling over to

thes© sottMtrie® deplete the resouress wliieh ©onald otherwise b© used for develop-

ment „ In parfeieular, the jailitary forces of the developing eonjntriep are

iBmensely eostly in terms of searee traiaed ssMapower. who woujld otherwise be

available to help in the eraomous task ©f d©v©lopm@fflt. Many of theae countries

hav© started OM their paths of national iad©pesMl©n<8e under ©onditioas ia whieh

the allo©ati©Hi of their resources is grossly distorted.

sid has snifferedc Ernoraiotts a©sial problems lie ahead for

all ©cnrntries. Public s©r̂ ±ees, health, ©duration, tousisig, aad now the pro<=

teetion of the enviroimeat <=• a task whieh be©oaes ever more urgent, aad oae

whieh has to bt, faced Hot ©nly on a aationml but on an iaternational seale if

a tolerable ohysieal eavirosment is to be assured for tomorrow - all need the

resources which the arms race consumes.

6. If men em eombiiae under the threat of war to ®olve problems whiefe

would have b©ea left irnforawlat<ed in the slower pa@® ©f psaee, they should

be able to do @& in faeing the ehalleage of the future„ Th© Seeond World
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immediate perils it holds for- us all, but because the longer it continues,

the more intractable the problems of economic growth, social justice,

and the environment will become in the future.

It is our unanimous conclusion that -

(1) a substantial reduction in the military expenditures of all countries

should be brought about as soon as possible, and particularly of those

whose military expenditures are highest. The sooner concrete

measures of disarmament, and particularly of nuclear disarmament,

are achieved and the arms race is thereby halted and reversed,, the

faster will be the progress towards the goal of general and complete

disarmament.

(2) Regardless of their size or their stage of development, all countries

share the responsibility of taking steps which will help achieve

tliis goal.

(3) A halt in the arms race and a significant reduction in military

expenditures would promote social and economic development in all

countries and would increase the possibilities of providing

additional aid to developing countries.

The Gecretary-General should keep the fact under periodic review

in order to draw the attention of the Governments and peoples ;'

of the world to the direction the arms race is taking.



Zuclcerman. O M . K C B . F R S

CABINET OFFICE
LONDON SW1

Telephone: 01-930 5422

14 September 1971.

Trying to restore the text of the P.oport to something
coherent has not boon easy. I have done the best I can, hut
I remain sadly dissatisfied with the text I am returning to
you. Chapters 5 and 8 were the most difficult. T have not
departed one int;j from the sense of the amendments suggested
by the different members of the Group.

The effect of nulling sentences out of the text which I
submitted for the Geneva meeting, and replacing thorn with
extraordinary English, proposed by people who use a different
mother toni'cue was disastrous. In some p.lacej/charv:jing the
order of idens also broke all sequence of thought., and
introduced almost illiterate renetition. The order w.ith which
tooics had been developed in the original text, has also been
disrupted, and related paragraphs separated, a°:aln with dit-astroijis
effects on continuity. As I have said, I have not made a single
change, in my fjnal editing, which affects matter? of w.bstance;
all I hope now j.s that the document has once a^ain become
iiv,vnin;;ftil throughout,
sections.

as oouosed to ;iieaniiTT!»ss .in certain

To it ea?Ler for voa to see '.vhnt has been done, I attach
sonarately a lisc of the Gh^nsves that I have introduced in the
text ^vhieh I took away '.v'Lt.h sue from Geneva, too:etbier v;ith any
explanations where necessary.

What I should like to advise now is that you use my editorial
amendments as those of the Secretariat, in the final version you
send the others. But I should like to see that version before it
goes out. Let them all know that the final text embodies everybody1 s
agreed suggestions, and that editing has been limited to rearrangement
to get topics together and to obviate pure repetition.

A

Mr, T,I E Chacko
Chairman
Group of Consulstant Experts
United Nations
NEW YORK.'U.S.A.



AC/ohs

PO 131/2(1)

30 September 1971

Dear Lord Zuekenaan,

Thark you very much for your personal letter of 14 September
with cfn.cJLosn.res, which, as I cabled you, t*as received by me only on
the 22nd about noon.

I found your suggested editorial amendments to the report, as
approved in Geneva, extremoly useful. All of thea havo bssn eon»
sldarcd with utsaost care, and I am glad to say that raost of thesn have
been Incorporated in the text of the report. In accordance with yous»
desire, I enclose a copy of tho report with all the editorial changes
which have been incorporated,

In a few cases I found irgrself unable to go aa far as you sug-
gested. Th© reason is that, in my view, in the light of the discussion
w© had in Geneva on the last day of our session and the terms of the
mandate for editing entrusted to us, some members of the Croup would
object to the changes in question. In saying this, I have particularly
in mind SOTII© of the shifts and changes in Chapter V, paras. 15 to 37,
You will recall that special stress was laid on not making any signifi-
cant changes in the text of this Chapter as it roprssmted a very doll-
cats compromise. I wish to add that, in cases in t<rhich I was in doubt,
1 not only checked ths minutes of tho meetings, but even played back
tha tape recordings of our discussion.

You vjill see, from the enclosed test, that the result of our
efforts is reasonably satisfactory. It is tni© that the text could be
further irapmvsd, but I feel that, ©vesi with some imperfections^ the
document is meaningful without being controversial.

In your letter you seem to suggest that this final version bs
to all experts prior to being issued as a United Nations document.
hewrer, is not uecesaary as the report ea a vshols was approved

Geaova, eubjoct to editing, and we have done no raor© than that,

11 .Hanker Street



There is also a question,of time. According to United Nations rules,
we must distribute' a document of this nature several weeks prior to
discussion and we are already behind schedule. The Secretary-General,
whom I have kept informed of the progress of our work, is anxious that
the document be published without any further delay.

-1 hope, therefore, that you will kindly signify your agreement
most urgently. Immediately on hearing from you, I propose to submit the
report to the Secretary-General on behalf of the Group of Experts, as
was done in the case of the 19&9 CBW Report.

I take this opportunity to thank you once again for your invalu-
able contribution at all stages in the preparation of the report.

Yours sincerely,

M. E. Chacko
Chairman,
Group of Consultant Experts
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U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-General

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTER1EUR

DATE. 1 Oct/ber 1971

^TERENCE:
Mr. L. N. Kutakov, Under-Secretary-General for/
Political and Security Council Affairs ~̂

M. E. Chacko, Deputy to the Under-Secre
for Political and Security Council Affa

Report on the Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race and
of Military Expenditures (General Assembly resolution 266?

1. As I reported to you orally on 8 September, the Group of consultant

experts on the Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race and of Mili-

tary Expenditures concluded its work in Geneva on Sunday 5 September, at 7 FM,

by adopting a report on the above subject, for submission to you.

2. In adopting the report, the Group also agreed that (l) Lord Zuckerman

would submit suggestions for editorial improvements to the text, which had been

hurriedly finalized during the last two days of the session in Geneva; (2) the

Secretariat would be responsible for the final editing, including the checking

of figures, and the preparation of tables, charts, annexes, etc.; it being

understood that editing should in no way alter the substance of the report as

agreed by the Group.

3. At the end of the last meeting, on 5 September, Lord Zuckerman, in

response to a question by me, indicated that he would submit his suggestions

the following day. On 6 September, when I met him again in Geneva, he told me

that he would send them from London in one or two days. As a matter of fact, I

received them only on 22 September, at noon. A copy of the letter by Lord

Zuckerman, accompanying his suggestions, is attached.

4. All his suggestions were carefully considered and most of them, i.e.,

all those of an editorial nature which improved or clarified the text, were

incorporated in the report. There were, however, a number of .suggested changes

which, in my view, were not purely editorial but substantive. These could not

possibly be accepted. This I have explained in a letter to Lord Zuckerman, a

copy of which is attached. I also attach a copy of the report including all

the changes we have accepted.

• • / * •



5. It is my hope that Lord Zuckerman will not insist on having all his

suggestions incorporated in the report and that he will signify, without

delay, his agreement for the submission of the report to the Secretary-General.

6, If there should be any difficulty on his part, then I would need to

seek the guidance of the Secretary-General. As of now, this memorandum is

submitted for information.
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OBJET - SUBJECT Situation Report No. 4.6

I forward herewith for your information "Situation
Report No. 4.6" cohering the Conference from 10 to 30
September 1971. The Situation Report includes an
Assessment and Annex I containing the "Positions of
CCD Members with Regard to Various Disarmament
Measures" from 5 August to 30 September 1971.
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SEC/CONFIDENTIAL Geneva
1 October 1971

GORFEBMCS OF THE COMMITTEE OH BISABMAMENT

Situation Report No. 4-6
(10 September - 30 September)

Assessment

In the few weeks since the last situation report on 10 September,

the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament has continued to be occupied

primarily with consideration of a draft BW convention. Much of the

discussion on the subject took place, however, outside the formal meetings

from 10 September until a new draft convention, sponsored by the 7 Socialist

members and 5 NATO members, was submitted on 28 September. In the ensuing

discussion, all the non-sponsoring members expressed their views. All

expressed satisfaction with the process of negotiation carried out by the

Co-Chairmen and most welcomed the new draft agreement in its general lines.

There was no significant discussion of matters other than the draft

BW convention during the last phase of the session, but continued attention

was devoted to a CTB.

GBW

The new draft of the B weapons convention was welcomed by the

overwhelming majority of CCD Members as the result of collective efforts,

reflecting the views and amendments submitted by many delegations. It was

appreciated as a well balanced, best possible compromise, even if not fully

satisfactory to all States. Many delegations expressed the hope that the

draft would be commended by the General Assembly and opened for signature

at an early date. Many delegations considered that their main points had

been substantially met and that the new draft was a considerable

improvement over the previous one, particularly in strengthening the link

between B and C weapons prohibition.

Mexico, however, said that the link between the BW ban and a future

CW ban did not meet the minimum requirements set by Mexico and regretted

that the Mexican moratorium on certain highly toxic chemical weapons had

not been included in the new draft. Several others, including Argentina,

Brazil, India, Higeria and Yugoslavia, stressed the importance of

recognition of the principle that savings for disarmament should be used

for development purposes, particularly in the developing countries, and

the need for a constructive solution of this question at the General

Assembly. They stressed that their remarks were preliminary and that their
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final position would be taken at the General Assembly, where they reserved

the right to raise issues in the hope of achieving a completely acceptable

solution.

Towards the very end of the session, the twelve non-aligned members

succeeded in agreeing on a joint memorandum on a complete CW ban, which

called on the CCD to elaborate a CW convention on the basis set forth in

the memorandum. The memorandum was tabled on the same day as the revised

draft BW convention.

CTB

Although there was no concentrated discussion of a CTB during the

period, a number of members stressed the urgency of an underground test

ban in the general framework of nuclear disarmament and elimination of all

weapons of mass destruction. Nine non-aligned States submitted a joint

memorandum, calling on the nuclear weapon testing States to give priority

to the question of a CTB, to take an active and constructive part in

working out a treaty and to submit their own proposals so that purposeful

negotiations could be immediately undertaken.

As a result of the strong desire of a number of members, the Co-Chairmen

agreed to include in the report to the UN an extensive summary of the

discussions on the CTB as the "special report" on the subject called for by

the General Assembly resolution.

Conclusion

Although the 1971 sessions opened in February in a mood of some

frustration and impatience concerning the lack of progress, the sessions

ended in a relaxed and positive mood. This was due not only to the fact that

a new draft treaty which commanded broad support had been achieved, but also

to the greater degree of consultation and co-operation demonstrated by the

Go-Chairmen and their conciliatory attitude both as regards the provisions

of the draft BW convention and the contents of the CCD Report to the United

Nations.

As regards the draft BW convention, the optimism of the Co-Chairmen

would appear to be justified and it is likely that a solid majority in the

General Assembly will support it either as it stands or with very few

revisions. While the disputed link between the BW agreement and a future

ban on CW is not as tightly drawn as a number of members would have desired,
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it appears sufficiently strong to overcome any opposition. The developing

countries can be expected to seek broad support in the General Assembly

for some provision recognizing the principle that the savings from

disarmament should be used for development purposes, particularly for the

benefit of the developing countries. It is possible that one way in which

this question may be settled is by stressing the principle in the General

Assembly resolution commending the BW convention, rather than as a new

provision in the treaty text.

With regard to the CTB, the discussions served to revive, interest in

the question and to place it once again at the top of the disarmament

agenda. "While no concrete progress was achieved in the Committee, the twin

approaches of the nine non-aligned members in the Joint Memorandum calling

for a CTB, and of Canada,supported by some other near-nuclear countries, in

appealing to the Soviet Union and the United States to announce a cut-back

in the magnitude and number of their underground tests as transitional

measures pending agreement on a CTB, may become the base for a more focused

debate and specific resolutions in the General Assembly.

There is an undercurrent of some concern in the minds of members

regarding the future of the CCD because of the possible implications of the

seating of the PRO in the United Nations and, to a certain extent also, of

the Soviet proposal for a World Disarmament Conference. There was, however,

no public discussion of the question and, on the whole, members are quite

hopeful that the CCD will continue in one form or another although some

modifications may be necessary to provide for the participation of the PRC

and France.



ANNEX I

Position of COD Members with regard to Various
Disarmament Measures

(5 August to 30 September)

Chemical and biological weapons

(a) General

The discussion concentrated mostly on two identical draft conventions on

the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of bacteriological

(biological) and toxin weapons and on their destruction submitted by the seven

Socialist members of the COD (CCD/337*) and by the US (CCD/338*) on 5 August 1971.

The necessity to achieve also an agreement on the prohibition of C weapons

and to preserve the link between the prohibition of B and C weapons was

repeatedly stressed by a number of delegations.

(b) Identical draft conventions on B weapons

(1) General comments

Almost all the delegations participating in the discussion on the prohibition

of B weapons welcomed the submission of the two identical draft conventions

(CCD/337* and CCD/338*) as a basis for negotiations on a broadly acceptable

draft to be submitted to the General Assembly. Numerous suggestions for revision

were made orally by a number of delegations and written amendments were submitted

jointly by 11 non-aligned States (without Argentina) (CCD/341), and individually

by Mexico (CGD/346) and Morocco (CCD/347).

Bulgaria. Czechoslovakia and Mongolia said that the submission of the

identical drafts made agreement on the prohibition of B weapons possible. Poland

said that with their submission the negotiations on the BW convention entered a

new stage and that conditions for an agreement on a disarmament measure providing

for the destruction of B weapons existed.

Canada commended the efforts of the Co-Chairmen and said that their

flexibility augured well for the conclusion of a BW convention which would be a

first actual disarmament treaty. It observed, that the drafts owed much to the

original UK proposal. Italy said that the drafts were a useful basis for

constructive negotiations, but should be further improved. The UK said that the

drafts created a suitable basis for further negotiations. They represented views

of many delegations, including a substantial number of UK points* Previous

inconsistencies concerning "weapons" and "agents" were removed; a new provision
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for the destruction of B weapons was includedj references to the Geneva

Protocol and to General Assembly resolutions were realistic and uncontentious;

the undertaking to conduct negotiations on the prohibition of C weapons was

realistic and widely acceptable and adequately met UK criteriaj a provision

on the non-proliferation of B weapons was included; an appropriate phrase on

control was added to the reference to GOD and a withdrawal clause was included.

However, as not all the views of other delegations were taken into account and

some imperfections still remained in the language, the UK expected some further

changes in the text.

Argentina considered the drafts a valuable element for the discussion of

final treaty terms and agreed with most of their provisions. Morocco felt that

the drafts took note of a number of important suggestions, drew on the UK draft

and created a basis for the elimination of B and C weapons in successive and

uninterrupted stages. Yugoslavia* introducing a working paper containing

amendments to the two identical drafts, submitted by eleven non-aligned CCD

Members, said that the co-sponsors of the working paper considered the

convention on B weapons as a first possible step towards the complete prohibition

of CBW and wanted to contribute to its achievement.

(2) Link between the prohibition of B and C weapons

Yugoslavia, introducing the 11 -Power working paper, said that one of the

principal aims of the proposed amendments was to preserve a link between the

prohibition of B and G weapons. Mexico believed that the drafts could easily be

modified so as to apply to B as well as G weapons. It observed that, on the one

hand, it had been stated that B weapons had no military importance, but later on

it was maintained that they were powerful weapons which could eliminate man from

the earth. The identical drafts posed a question whether the CCD could accept,

as a first step towards a comprehensive CBW ban, the convention limited to one

category of these weapons plus toxins, which were in both categories. Since

this was one of a few joint agreements of the Super -Powers, Mexico would agree

to accept this procedure on the condition that a solid link be established

between the ban on B weapons and that on C weapons, which must supplement it.

Such link must not be limited, however, to an expression of good intentions, with

regard to which the precedent of the Moscow Treaty on a test ban had raised

much scepticism. Morocco said that the drafts were not satisfactory concerning

the preservation of a link between B and C weapons. Article VIII was only a

declaration of intent, which was no substitute for a formal obligation to

recognize the principle of the prohibition of C weapons and to conduct
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negotiations towards such a prohibition. The amendments proposed by 11

non-aligned States could eliminate the gap in this regard. Sweden considered a

clear commitment to outlaw C weapons indispensable in the operative part of

the B weapons convention and felt that the strengthening of the link with the

prohibition of C weapons, which must be achieved very soon, was most important.

Argentina observed that, while it did not disagree with suggestions of the 11
/that

non-aligned, it considered/the provisions of the identical drafts more

adequately reflected international reality.

Bulgaria, CaechoSlovakia. Mongolia and Poland restated the principal

position of the Socialist States on the prohibition of G weapons. Bulgaria said

that the drafts carefully preserved a link with the Geneva Protocol, which was

supported by the world community as a legal basis for the solution of the problem

of CBW and was recognized as a norm of international law. Mongolia said that

the amendments of the 11 non-aligned States were aimed basically at the

strengthening of a link between B and G weapons and deserved CCD's attention.

The position of the Socialist States in this regard was reflected in their draft

convention on CBW and remained unchanged. The identical drafts created a good

basis for the achievement of the prohibition of G weapons. Mongolia was ready,

however, to support the amendment of the 11 non-aligned, if this was acceptable

to the GOD. Poland felt that the BW convention would help progress towards a

CW convention and stated that it would support efforts for the earliest ban on

C weapons. It also said that the convention on B weapons followed by a GW

convention would be a logical result of the Geneva Protocol.

Canada considered the commitment to further negotiations on a C weapons

ban in the parallel drafts adequate, if strictly followed. However, it was not

against further improvements in this regard by a consensus of the COD. Japan

supported the amendments of the 11 non-aligned States in this regard and

considered the addition of references to C weapons in the preamble of the B

weapons convention a reflection of the determination to achieve the C weapons ban.

Operative provisions on the link between B and C weapons should be formulated

with utmost care to avoid ambiguity leading to conflicts.

(3) Prohibition of use of B weapons

The UK said that the BW convention should be comprehensive and prohibit

all methods of B warfare. Parties to it should expressly renounce the use of

B weapons, because the reservations to the Geneva Protocol concerning the



retaliatory use of these weapons would legally subsist after the conclusion

of the BW convention. The repetition in the convention of the undertaking

not to use B weapons under the Geneva Protocol would not detract from the

earlier pledge. The argument to the contrary was unconvincing, because

Article VEI of the BW convention stated that nothing in the convention

should be interpreted as detracting from the obligations under the Geneva

Protocol. The Geneva Protocol might be weakened by a failure to renounce

completely the use of B weapons rather than by the reiteration of the

prohibition. The convention on B weapons would set a precedent for a

future C weapons convention where an effective ban on the use of C weapons

would be necessary because of wide industrial uses of chemical agents. The

UK felt therefore that the complete exclusion of the possible use of B

agents and weapons should find its place in the convention. Canada was

also concerned over the absence of a reference to the question of use of

B weapons in the drafts in the light of the fact that there were many

reservations to the Geneva Protocol regarding the retaliatory use of those

weapons. Although the question might seem academic if the production of

B weapons was completely banned, the prohibition of any use of those weapons

. would be a more comprehensive approach. As a possible effective solution

of this problem, Canada suggested the inclusion of a provision in Article VII

of the draft convention rendering all reservations to the Geneva Protocol

null and void. Italy also felt .that the aim of banning the use of B weapons

should be underlined in the convention and suggested strengthening the

relevant paragraph of the preamble in this regard by adding the phrase

"thereby reinforcing the prohibition already contained in the Geneva Protocol".

Similarly, Japan did not believe that the prohibition of use as proposed by

the UK would weaken the Geneva Protocol. Although the reservations to the

Protocol might be made meaningless by the ban on the production of B weapons,

efforts to eliminate completely their legal effects would not diminish the

value of the Protocol. It supported the views of the UK and Canada

concerning the ban on use of B weapons, but if a majority in the CCD was

against its inclusion in the convention, Japan suggested that States which

had made reservations to the Geneva Protocol should withdraw them on signing

the BW convention.



Bulgaria, Mongolia and Poland considered the question of the use of

B weapons solved by the Geneva Protocol and opposed the UK proposal in this

regard. They observed that the inclusion of the prohibition of the use of

B weapons in the convention might bring negative results and particularly

be misused for misinterpretation of the'Geneva Protocol. Bulgaria opposed

the view of the UK that without a clause banning the use of B weapons, the

convention would be incomplete and the use of B weapons would not be

completely banned. It said that nobody had denied the existence of the ban

on the use of CBW in the Geneva Protocol, which had the force of international

law. The ban on the use of B weapons in the convention would undermine the

Protocol by establishing a legal and political approach to the ban on use

separate from the Protocol, thus breaking the organic link between the

two agreements. Article ¥111 of the draft convention reinforced the ban

on use in the Protocol. A State Party to the convention which was not a

Party to the Protocol would commit itself to conform to the ban on use in

the Protocol. On the other hand, if the ban on use of B weapons were

included in the convention, a Party thereto would have no commitment

concerning the ban on use of CB¥ in the Protocol. Bulgaria also maintained

that the ban on the use of B weapons in the convention would have negative

effects on the solution of the equally important question of the prohibition

of C weapons. Mongolia observed that reservations to the Geneva Protocol

were related to a situation where the complete elimination of the respective

weapons was not requested. Conclusion of a B¥ convention would create a

new situation where the reservations would be irrelevant. Furthermore, the

reservations had never resulted in any doubts concerning the effectiveness

of the Protocol as an instrument of international law prohibiting the use

of CBW.

Mexico believed that the question of the use of CB¥ had been solved

definitely by General Assembly resolution 2603 A. Morocco said that the

prohibition of retention of B weapons made their use impossible. However,

the Canadian suggestion to include in Article VII of the draft convention

a provision rendering null and void all reservations to the Geneva

Protocol deserved the attention of the COD. Since these reservations formed

an integral part of the Protocol, the wording of Article VII in its

present form might allow the wrong interpretation that the reservations to

the Protocol remained valid.



U) Geneva Protocol 1925

Yugoslavia, in introducing the working paper of the eleven non-aligned

States (CCD/341), said that it contained suggestions designed to protect

the Geneva Protocol.

Poland stressed that the BW convention must not allow for an

interpretation in the sense that one part of the Geneva Protocol lost

force until the conclusion of a C¥ convention. It said that it would

oppose any attempt to introduce a text directly or indirectly weakening

the Protocol.

(For comments of Bulgaria, Mongolia, the UK, Canada and Morocco on

this subject see sub-section (3) "Prohibition of use of B weapons", above).

(5) Verification and complaints procedure

The OK stressed the advantages of separating the functions of

investigation and political judgment in the consideration of complaints.

Canada, Italy. Japan and Argentina supported this view. The OK also

suggested that verification of complaints on the use of B weapons at the

request of a complaining State might be more effective in determining

violations of the convention than verification by invitation. It would

include the on-site examination of the territory of the complaining State,

which should not create any difficulties. All other types of investigations

would be based only on extra-territorial evidence. Canada supported

further consideration of this idea. Italy said that no adequate verification

procedure was proposed. It supported the UK suggestion that a special organ

should investigate complaints before recourse to the Security Council so

as to avoid unnecessary political controversies. The Security Council itself

could order such an investigation, but its decision xrould be affected by

political considerations and, in the absence of a body specially designated

for such purposes, investigations would be carried out by different bodies,

thereby lacking uniform criteria. Italy also recalled the risk of veto in

the Security Council. As regards the appropriate body, it suggested that

the WHO would perhaps qualify for the task within its statutory capacity.

Japan observed that an assured procedure for impartial fact-finding on the

use of B weapons would be an important deterrent against clandestine

production of B weapons.
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Poland, Hungary and Mongolia submitted a working paper (CCD/339)

containing a redraft of their previous proposal (CCD/285) concerning the

adoption of a resolution by the Security Council, according to which it

would declare its readiness to consider complaints of violation of the

convention and to take necessary measures for the investigation of

such complaints, Poland said that the CCD should submit the text of the

draft Security Council resolution to the General Assembly simultaneously

with the draft convention. Poland and Mongolia maintained that the

Security Council, which bore the principal responsibility for preserving

peace and security and possessed the prerogatives and means to fulfil

these functions, was the most acceptable guarantor of compliance with

the convention.

Japan welcomed the proposal in working paper CCD/339 for the

Security Council resolution, which it considered similar to the OK

suggestion (in its draft BW convention (CCD/255/Rev.2).

Mexico said that in view of the impossibility of achieving any

perfection in verification, any system giving reasonable assurance against

violation of the convention was acceptable. Such a system must also be

judged ia light of the facts that extensive possibilities for detection

existed by virtue of national means and that only a small number of States

possessed these weapons of mass destruction.

(6) Definition of toxins

Czechoslovakia maintained that Articles I and II of the draft

convention provided for the prohibition of all toxins, and that so far no

delegation had proposed any partial prohibition! but it was prepared to

consider adding the words "whatever their origin or made of preparation"

after the word "toxins", as proposed by Sweden, if this was acceptable to

the CCD. Mongolia. Japan. Argentina and Morocco favoured the Swedish

proposal,

Canada said that the definition of toxins should be submitted to

experts for their consideration.

(?) Assistance to Parties in case of violation of the Convention

The UK explained that the provision for appropriate assistance to

victims in the case of violation of the convention in its draft meant

action of a medical or relief nature at the request of the victim. Italy.

Argentina and Morocco supported inclusion of such a provision in the

draft convention.
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(8) Moratorium on C weapons

Mexico proposed (CCD/34-6) a new article committing Parties to the

convention, pending a convention on CW, to abstain from additional

development, production or stockpiling of C weapons of highest toxicity

which, would be listed in an annexed protocol. It maintained that such a

moratorium would offer many advantages and no disadvantages. It would

put a freeze on the most dangerous C weapons, such as nerve gases and would

prove the sincerity of the Powers possessing CBW with regard to the

prohibition of C weapons. The obstacle created by verification would not

apply in the case of such a moratorium, since a system satisfactory for

B weapons and toxins would be satisfactory also for those C weapons which

did not have any peaceful use. A list of such C weapons could be easily

prepared in view of abundant data on this subject in the Secretary-General's

study on CBW, in WHO and SIPRI reports and in various working papers.

The listing of C weapons in question in a separate protocol would make easy

any subsequent revision leading to the broadest possible C weapons ban.

The moratorium was important because the General Assembly expected from

the CCD more than a treaty banning B weapons of no military value and

limited only to good intentions concerning C weapons. The international

community had the right to demand a document giving greater credibility

to the promises concerning C weapons. Sweden said that it did not subscribe

to the moratorium proposed by Mexico but would support the idea, if proposed

in a General Assembly resolution. Morocco in its working paper (CCD/34-7)

reiterated its previous suggestion for reaching an agreement on cessation

of the production of C weapons immediately after the entry into force of

the B weapons convention, which would strengthen mutual confidence and

create a favourable atmosphere for the elimination of C weapons.

(9) Savings from disarmament

Yugoslavia, in introducing the working paper submitted by the eleven

non-aligned States (CCD/341), noted that it contained a suggestion to

include in the preamble of the convention a provision that a substantial

portion of the savings from disarmament measures should be devoted to

promoting economic and social development, particularly in the developing

countries. Argentina supported the inclusion of such a provision in the

convention.



(10) Notification of destruction of B weapons

Canada suggested, that to ensure the required action on the destruction

of B weapons, Parties should undertake to notify the depositary Governments

when such action was taken. Morocco felt that Parties should notify

the beginning of the destruction of B weapons to the Secretary-General.

(11) Peaceful uses of B agents

In introducing the working paper of the eleven non-aligned States,

Yugoslavia observed that the document suggested the inclusion in the

draft convention of a provision for co-operation in the peaceful

application of scientific discoveries in the field of bacteriology.

Argentina supported this suggestion.

Italy observed that Article XI of the draft convention, exempting

peaceful uses from prohibition of the convention, should also include

civil defense uses, even if administered by the military.

(12) Miscellaneous comments

Japan welcomed the provision for an early convocation of a review

conference. Argentina welcomed the inclusion of a withdrawal clause.

The UK supported the view that the number of ratifications required for

the entry into force of the convention should be relatively small.

Argentina considered the obligation In Article IV to take internal measures

to ensure compliance with the convention superfluous but acceptable,

though the original provision on international responsibility for

enforcement was preferable. Yugoslavia said that the eleven non-aligned

States working paper (CCD/341) suggested improving the provision on

consultations and co-operation in the implementation of the convention

contained in Article V of the draft. This suggestion was supported also

by Argentina, The UK felt that the inclusion of the prohibition of

research on B weapons in the draft convention was particularly important

due to the provisions on the exchange of information on the peaceful uses

of B agents and toxins. Argentina said that the inclusion of a provision

banning assistance and encouragement for the acquisition of B weapons,

suggested in the UAR working paper (CCD/328), was desirable.
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(c) 12-Power draft convention on B weapons

On 28 September 1971,a revised draft convention on B weapons and

toxins (CCD/353) was submitted. It was co-sponsored by Bulgaria,

Canada, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Italy, Mongolia, the Netherlands. Poland,

Romania, the USSR, the UK and the US. The US and the USSR introduced

the new text and explained changes made to the identical drafts of

5 August 1971 (CCD/337* and CCD/338*). All CCD members welcomed the

submission of the draft and many of them supported it. Canada said

that the draft represented a well balanced compromise meriting the

endorsement by the General Assembly as the first actual disarmament

measure in the history of the United Nations. Similar views were

expressed also by Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Ethiopia, Hungary, Italy,

the Netherlands, Pakistan, Sweden and the UK. At the same time Canada

stated that it did not rule out possible consideration of further revisions,

if improvements in the draft appeared necessary. The UK stressed the

need to compromise in similar negotiations and said that on certain

issues it had demonstrated a compromise spirit to the maximum extent.

It also announced that it would not press for an explicit undertaking

concerning the prohibition of use of B weapons. Nigeria observed that

some disagreement still existed but believed that the remaining difficulties

would be resolved in further negotiations. Argentina. India. Mexico,

Nigeria. Pakistan. Sweden and Yugoslavia made preliminary comments on the

new draft but reserved their final positions until the General Assembly.

The USSR and the US in introducing the new draft stressed that it

resulted from the previous constructive discussion and careful study of

all proposed amendments. It was therefore fair to consider it as a

product of the entire CCD. This aspect was stressed also by Brazil, Canada,

Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Ethiopia, Hungary, Japan, Nigeria, Pakistan, Sxjeden

and the UK.

Mexico expressed appreciation for the efforts of the Co-Chairmen to

make the draft convention more acceptable to the non-aligned States but

repeated its fear that partial measures would hamper rather than facilitate

agreement on the prohibition of C weapons. It stated also that it had no

objection to a statement in the CCD report to the General Assembly,

describing a general or broad consensus on the BW convention, provided

it also stated that a number of States reserved their positions.
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The USSR and the ITS pointed out that the main change in the nettf text

was the strengthening of the link between the B weapons convention and the

prohibition of C weapons in response to the proposals submitted by the

non-aligned members of the CCD. These changes included a broadened

preamble and a more clearly specified commitment in Article IX of a draft,

to continue negotiations with a view to reaching early agreement on

effective measures for the prohibition of C weapons in Article IX of the

draft. The USSR observed that the non-aligned States had substantially

contributed to the formulation of this provision. Together with the

provisions of Article XII on the review conference and Article V on

verification, these changes created the necessary premises for progress

in the solution of the problem of C weapons. Brazil. Egypt and Pakistan

felt that the new draft adequately reflected the essential link between

the prohibition of B and C weapons. Egypt said that Article IX adequately

covered the attitude of the non-aligned States as regards safeguarding

of the link between B and C weapons and represented the adoption of more

than a mere obligation to negotiate on C weapons ban. Ethiopia irelcomed

the important undertaking in Article IX providing for continuing

negotiations with a view to reach early agreement on the prohibition of

C weapons. Brazil observed that commitment in Article IX to further

negotiations on the ban on C weapons was fully in line with the position

set forth in the joint memorandum of the non-aligned in document CCD/352.

On the other hand Mgeria expressed doubts regarding Article IX, which

did not fully reflect all the aspects of the memorandum submitted by the

non-aligned States. Pakistan would have preferred the incorporation,

without any change, of the commitment to the principle of the prohibition

of C weapons as proposed by the non-aligned States in CCD/3A1, but hoped

that the solemn commitment retained in Article IX would be fully honoured

by the Co-Chairmen without undue delay. Mexico recalled its proposal for the

unilateral renunciation of B weapons pending a joint CBW ban and noted

that the new draft did not meet the minimum requirement of Mexico to

establish s. solid link between the B weapons convention and a future ban

on C weapons. The draft also did not take into account its proposal for

a moratorium on the production of certain highly toxic C agents. In a later

statement Mexico said that the assurances of the Co-Chairmen on Article IX

would be a valuable element in reaching the final l-Iexican position at the

General Assembly.
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The US and the USSR also stated that the new draft strengthened the

Geneva Protocol, The inclusion of a phrase "never in any circumstances"

in Article 1, outlining the basic prohibitions under the convention,,

emphasized that those prohibitions were valid both in time of peace and

war, and also solved the question of reservations to the Protocol.

This clarification was welcomed by Canada, Egypt and Pakistan. Egypt

said that the change in Article I proposed by Egypt considerably

strengthened the purpose of the B weapons convention and stated that the

insertion of this phrase made impossible any reservations to the convention

and also nullified all previous reservations to the Geneva Protocol

regarding the use of B weapons. Canada stated that the inclusion of the

phrase met its concern regarding the prohibition of the use of B weapons.

The USSR and the US noted that the broad definition of toxins,included

in Article I as suggested by Sweden, covered all toxins, whatever their

origin or method of production. Canada and Sweden welcomed the inclusion

of the broad definition.

The US and the USSR clarified that B agents for "protective" purposes

were excluded from the prohibition by the convention because certain

quantities were needed for improving the defense of the population against

B agents. Pakistan welcomed the US statement, which removed doubts that

this provision might cover retention of B agents for military purposes.

Egypt stated that the term "protective" was not understood in a military

sense and also welcomed the explanation of the US.

The USSR and the US said that Article II provided for the destruction

of all B weapons within nine months after the entry into force of the

convention. Recalling demands of several delegations the US announced

its readiness to notify all parties on the implementation of this

obligation and invited other States to follow this procedure. The USSR

also declared its willingness to notify all Parties on the destruction of B

Xireapons on the basis of reciprocity. Canada and Nigeria considered the

time limit of nine months reasonable and welcomed the willingness of the

USSR and the US to inform all parties of the completion of the destruction.

Concerning articles dealing with verification, the US and the USSR

pointed out that they required all Parties to take necessary measures in

accordance with their constitutional processes, to implement the obligations

assumed under the convention; they also provided for consultations and

co-operation, both among Parties and in the framework of the United Nations,
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in accordance with the Charter, as well as for lodging complaints with

the Security Council and for subsequent investigation initiated by the

Council. Canada and Egypt expressed satisfaction with the inclusion

of the provision concerning this international procedure. Canada

felt that it reflected its suggestion concerning appropriate guarantees.

The USSR and the US also clarified the newly added Article VII

according to which all Parties undertook to provide assistance in accordance

with the UN Charter to any Party endangered due to a violation of the

convention. The USSR observed that the formulation in Article VII was

broader than the formulation suggested in previous discussions, which

dealt with assistance only in case of the use of B weapons and toxins.

The formulation in Article VII was more appropriate, because the convention

related to the prohibition and development of B weapons and not to their

use. The assistance would thus be provided not only in the case of use

but also in the case of a breach of the convention by production or

acquisition of prohibited weapons. It agreed with the view that primarily

medical and other humanitarian assistance was involved. At the same time,

however, other measures might be taken, in accordance with the Charter, to

ensure the security of the Party which was a victim of aggression. The

UK welcomed the inclusion of a provision for the assistance to a victim

based on the request of a Party concerned. It expressed also the view,

supported by Burma and the US, that it would be for the assisting State to

decide whether it could or was prepared to supply the assistance required.

Burma said that it had considerable difficulty if the implication of the

assistance clause was to make the granting of assistance obligatory.

It therefore appreciated the clarification by the UK but still desired to

get further clarification as to whether all co-sponsors subscribed to the

UK view and whether decision by a Party not to assist would be considered

a violation of Article VII. Nigeria welcomed the clarification that the

assistance would be primarily of medical and humanitarian character.

Egypt observed that the meaning of the terra "assistance" should be delimited

according to particular circumstances and the nature of the danger.

The US and the USSR also announced that they proposed that twenty-two

ratifications, including those of the depositary Governments, were

required for the entry of the convention into force. The UK considered

this number of ratifications reasonable.



Several non-aligned delegations paid considerable attention to the

problem of the use of savings resulting from disarmament measures.

Argentina, Brazil, jndia, Nigeria and Yugoslavia expressed disappointment

that the suggested paragraph in the preamble dealing with the use of

savings for economic development, particularly of developing countries, was

omitted without explanation. Brazil felt that in the light of the potential

magnitude of the resulting benefits and due to the fact that the draft

BW convention was the first measure of actual disarmament, the link between

the convention and this principle remained a matter which must be settled

in a constructive manner. India felt that this principle should be

recognised and fully implemented. Yugoslavia stated that the question of

the use of savings from disarmament measures must be resolved on a mutually

acceptable basis and reserved the right to raise it again at the

General Assembly. The US expressed its sympathy with the intent of those

delegations urging that the link between disarmament and the use of

resulting savings be established. It shared the view that freeing of

resources for increasing the welfare everywhere, including the developing

countries, was one of the important objectives of disarmament agreements.

But final decision on the use of such resources must be accepted by each

Government in accordance with its respective constitutional processes.

Delay in reaching disarmament agreements must be avoided,however,and the US

therefore welcomed the positive approach of Brazil, giving its general

support to the convention but dealing with, the principle of the use of

savings in a constructive manner.

Dealing with the problem of peaceful uses of biology and chemistry,

India said that co-operation in this regard should be developed, while

Egypt expressed the hope that suitable machinery for peaceful uses of B

agents should be agreed upon soon.

Hungary expressed belief that the draft resolution of the Security

Council regarding safeguards in the B weapons convention, by Hungary,

Mongolia and Poland (CCD/339)} would serve as a basis for the consideration

of this question by the Security Council.
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(d) Prohibition of C weapons

In addition to general comments on the necessity to achieve also an

agreement on the prohibition of G weapons and to maintain the link between B

and C weapons, several delegations made more specific comments on some

particular aspects of the prohibition of G weapons.

Dealing with the question of verification in the field of C weapons, the

US said that the work of the CCD was valuable and announced that it would

continue the research in this field. Czechoslovakia observed that the

discussion had produced nothing to change the approach of the Socialist States

to the solution of the problem in the G weapons convention, based on the

combination of appropriate national and international procedures. Delegations

which considered the procedure proposed by the Socialist States insufficient

had not proposed any other acceptable and workable solution. In solving this

question it was necessary to take into account the elements of trust and of

political responsibility of States Parties to the C weapons convention.

Japan observed that, as had been noted by the non-aligned members of the

CGD in their document commended in General Assembly resolution 2662, adequate

verification in the field of CBW was important. It was willing to accept the

proposed verification procedure as far as it went in the B weapons draft

convention, but said that the delegations concerned should seek a suitable

formula to reflect the importance of verification of a complete CBW prohibition.

Canada said that it would not reduce its efforts to find a solution of outstanding

problems concerning the prohibition of G weapons, particularly verification.

The group of twelve non-aligned members of the GCD submitted, on 28 September

1971, a joint memorandum on the prohibition of the development, production and

stockpiling of C weapons and on their destruction (CGD/352). They recalled

their memorandum on CBW submitted in 1970 (GCD/310) and General Assembly

resolution 2662 (XXV), outlining the basic approach to the prohibition of CBW,

and set forth several elements on which further negotiations on the prohibition of

C weapons should be based. These elements comprised the following: an

obligation to prohibit the development, production, stockpiling, acquisition and

detention of C weapons and their means of delivery; an undertaking not to assist

any State or group of States in the prohibited activities; an undertaking to

destroy or convert to peaceful uses all C weapons and means of delivery; an

undertaking to disband special forces for using C weapons; solution of the

problem of verification in accordance with the suggestions contained in working

paper CCD/310; an understanding that any future agreement on the prohibition of
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C weapons would not limit or detract from the obligations under the Geneva

Protocol; a provision that the prohibition of C weapons should not hamper

peaceful utilization of C agents or hinder the economic or technological

development of States Parties; an undertaking to facilitate the exchange of

materials and information for the use of C agents for peaceful purposes; and a

recognition of the principle that a substantial part of the savings from

disarmament should be devoted to economic and social development, particularly

in the developing countries.

The USSR and the US stated that the joint memorandum deserved careful

study.

Underground Test Ban

(a) General

During this period a number of members, including several from the Western

group, joined the call for a renex-red GGD effort to achieve a CTB. Canada, (in a

statement by its Foreign Minister), said it recognized the political and

technical difficulties regarding a GTB, but stressed that many States, including

Canada, believed a determined effort to achieve a CTB could no longer be delayed.

It warned that, if the nuclear Powers did not end qualitative proliferation of

nuclear weapons as well as their quantitative proliferation, the HPT would be

endangered. Italy said the GCD must give a new impetus to the search for a CTB

with the two goals of realizing a series of interim measures and creating a

procedural instrument to develop final solutions. Japan said a CTB was the crux

of nuclear disarmament and the most important question before the CCD since the

1963 partial Test Ban Treaty. It believed the CCD must renew efforts to meet

the expectations of the United Hations, particularly since most obstacles to a

CTB had been removed in recent years, as witnessed by the growing detente

between the US and the USSR reflected in the SALT, the fact that testing was now

reaching the point of diminishing returns, and that verification capabilities

had considerably improved. Together with the SALT quantitative limitation, the

US and the USSR should intensify efforts to ban underground tests in order to

limit qualitative sophistication, and a CTB should be achieved in the near

future. The nuclear-weapon States not parties to the partial test ban treaty

should also co-operate positively in achieving CTB and a reduction of tests, but

the participation of all nuclear Powers should not be made a pre-condition for a

CTB initiative now by the two major nuclear Powers. Such an initiative would

meet world expectations and create the climate for observation of the treaty by
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all nuclear-weapon States. The US and the USSR should submit draft CTB

treaties and present concrete proposals on verification to harmonize their

diverging positions.

Mexico deplored the "incomprehensible rigidity" of the US-USSR position

towards a CTB, which it said aroused suspicions that the true motive of the

nuclear Powers was to retain their advantageous monopoly of testing. Unless the

situation was rapidly altered, it warned, the HPT might be destroyed. Pakistan

deplored the nuclear Powers' failure to fulfil the commitment made in the partial

Test Ban Treaty eight years ago, noting that this failure was not due to any lack

of proposals for a solution of the verification problems but rather to a lack of

political will. The COD should try to strengthen this political will, particularly

since the US-USSR agreement of last May to seek a SALT agreement this year was

evidence that the will was becoming sufficiently strong to overcome obstacles.

The argument that the participation of the PRO and France was necessary for a CTB

was unconvincing, particularly since the US and the USSR were decisive factors in

any disarmament measure. The non-nuclear-weapon Powers were interested in an early

conclusion of a CTB, since many were reaching a stage of nuclear proficiency where

only a political decision was needed "to go nuclear", and such a decision by a

single State would demolish the entire edifice of the NPT. Sweden reiterated that

a CTB must have the highest priority in order to halt the qualitative arms race

and to complement the NPT, Nigeria said the work of the CCD would have had more

impact if suggestions with regard to a CTB had met with positive acceptance on the

part of the nuclear Powers. The CTB was equal in importance to CBW.

Nine non-aligned members, Burma, Egypt. Ethiopia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria,

Pakistan, Sweden and Yugoslavia, spbmitted a joint memorandum on a comprehensive

test ban treaty (CGD/35A) tracing the course of the fruitless negotiations on the

subject since the 1963 partial test ban Treaty and calling on the nuclear

weapons-testing Powers to give priority to CTB and to take an active part in

working out a treaty and to submit their own proposals. Introducing the paper,

Sweden stressed this appeal and hoped the memorandum would receive serious attention

in the same constructive spirit in which it was being submitted.

The US, in its concluding statement, said it would study this memorandum

carefully.

The USSR noted that the CCD debate had demonstrated the importance attached

to a CTB, and stressed its willingness to conclude an agreement based on national

means of control only, which many States had recognized as adequate. A CTB was

an essential part of nuclear disarmament, with great political and economic

importance. Czechoslovakia. Hungary, and Mongolia also stressed the urgency of
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With regard to the legal form of the treaty, the USSR and the Netherlands

both preferred a treaty independent of the Moscow Treaty of 1963, while only

Pakistan indicated a preference that the ban on underground tests be a Protocol

to the Moscow Treaty.

Canada. Mexico and Sweden stressed the importance of the special CTB report

to the General Assembly this year in accordance with its request. Mexico said

the report should include a contribution of the USSR and the US to concrete

measures, if only partial, to alleviate the world's concern over the

multiplication of underground testsj otherwise, the General Assembly was likely

to fix a definite date for the cancellation of all tests, as it had in 1962.

Sweden specifically supported the idea of a special report separate from the

regular report of the CCD.

(b) Verification of a GTB

Italy noted that the informal meetings on GTB verification held earlier in

the session had revealed the possibility of a gradual reduction of verification

difficulties, and urged the GCD to set up a permanent body of experts to study

the verification problem until a solution was found. This body might be a

working group or a sub-committee along the lines of the sub-committee created for

a similar purpose in 1962, which had apparently never been dissolved. Japan

said that, in light of the improvement in verification capabilities, clandestine

tests were not likely to jeopardize the present balance of nuclear deterrence,

and conditions were therefore ripe for a reduction in testing. It also

commented that, in light of their greater knowledge of the nuclear question, the

US and the USSR should contribute actively to the formulation of a CTB. In the

past, the position of the two Powers with regard to "black boxes", the number

of on-site inspections, etc., had been closer than at present. Progress in

science and technology should enable them to put forward concrete verification

proposals with a view to harmonising their positions. The Netherlands

introduced a working paper (CCD/349) containing an analysis of seismieity in the

US, the USSR, and China, the purpose of which was to clarify the situation in

those regions with regard to the frequency of earthquakes. It said the study,

although conservative in approach and including populated areas where tests were

unlikely to be held, showed that, in the USSR, there would be only three

unidentifiable earthquakes annually with a magnitude of 10 kilotons or higher

in hard rock; only one in the US; and seven in China. With the recent

improvement of identification systems these numbers could be lowered, and under

favourable conditions, actual identification was sometimes better than that
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theoretically predicted. Since none of the proposed verification systems could

be 100 per cent effective, the decision with regard to a CTB should be based on

the risk of small unidentified explosions as compared to the risk of continued

unrestricted testing. The latest analyses showed that identification would be

possible down to events of 5 to 10 kilotons in hard rock in the Northern

Hemisphere, and the number of earthquakes behaving as explosions would be small

in this range, making violation difficult without arousing suspicion. Since

tests in dry alluvium above 10 kilotons would be likely to crater, any attempted

violation of this sort would probably be below that figurej also, many

countries lacked sufficiently thick dry alluvium for such testing. The only

relevant category of tests, i.e. those which could be detected and located but

not identified, comprised yields between a few and 20 kilotons and might be

further reduced. These facts should be taken into account in deciding what

on-site inspections were required to strengthen the deterrence of violation of a

CTB. In conclusion, the Netherlands noted that, during 1971, progress had been

made in the CCD towards clarifying the scientific aspects of CTB verification,

and the matter was now fully explored. The time had now come for the Powers

concerned to take the necessary decisions to achieve a CTB.

The UK and Japan submitted working papers (CCD/351 and CCD/345 respectively)

based on the statements of their experts at the informal meeting on CTB

verification held 30 June 1971. In introducing its paper, the UK noted the

conclusion that the excellent work reflected in the Canadian working paper

CCD/327 (on identification capabilities for nuclear explosions) required further

special studies. If the conclusions of the Canadian paper were correct, the cost

of the seismic array network outlined in the UK working paper, CCD/296, would

be significantly less. However, even with the new array system reducing the

identification threshold to 3-6 kilotons in hard rock in the Northern Hemisphere,

grave doubts would still exist on the adequacy of national means of verification

as a result of the continuing difficulty of identifying lower magnitude events,

as well as events of 10 kilotons or less in dry alluvium. Important study was

still required to sharpen present detection and identification capabilities

further. The UK would continue such research, since adequate verification was

essential.

The USSR, supported by Czechoslovakia and Mongolia, continued to maintain

that national means were sufficient and appropriate for verification of a CTB,

a fact recognized by an increasing number of States and receiving widespread

acceptance even in the US. The USSR expressed doubt that a discussion of the
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use of "black boxes cotild ensure progress towards a CTB. It added the view that

the establishment of working groups on the technical aspects of verification,

as suggested by Italy, would only camouflage the lack of progress towards a GTB

and the unwillingness on the part of the US to take the necessary political

decisions. Mongolia also spoke of the Western "pretext" of a need for on-site

inspections.

The US. in its concluding statement, said it believed the informal meeting

and the working papers submitted on the subject of CTB verification, including

the US paper (CCD/330), had contributed to an understanding of the

verification problems.

(c) Revised Swedish draft GTB treaty

In early September, Sweden submitted (CCD/34.8) a new text of a draft CTB

treaty to replace the previous suggested text of 1969 (MDC/24.2). The new text

. contained revisions proposed by Sweden in an earlier statement, notably a provision

for a period for phasing-out tests and the addition of three protocols: one on

phase-out procedures; one on procedures for peaceful explosions; and a third on

procedures for an international seismic data exchange. Sweden hoped the new

suggested draft would contribute to more specific negotiations on a CTB

without binding any member to any specific wording.

Japan stated that the new draft and the new ideas it contained, including the

phase-out period, were useful. Prior to presentation of the revised draft in

written form, Pakistan commented that the Swedish draft could be used as a basis

for negotiation towards a CTB, with certain modifications regarding peaceful

explosions (noted in Section (f), below).

(d) Transitional measures

Italy. Japan and the Netherlands specifically supported the Canadian

suggestions for transitional measures contained in CCD/336. Italy urged the CCD

to elaborate a series of partial interim measures of the type suggested in order

to create confidence and to facilitate progress towards a CTB; it hoped such

efforts would be supported by a majority in the CCD at the General Assembly.

Japan called such measures the only feasible approach if an immediate CTB was

unattainable. Such transitional measures should be implemented as soon as possible

as a first step towards final agreement on a CTB and to facilitate the CCD

discussions. The major nuclear Powers should reduce the number and scale of their

tests, with particular stress on high-yield tests, by unilateral restraint or,

preferably, by joint action. In the past, the two Powers had taken measures of

self-restraint, and the present situation was more propitious than the cold-war

days. Test reductions, coupled with SALT progress, would increase world security

and be a step towards CTB. At the same time, Canada made it clear that, in proposing
its transitional measures, it was not suggesting any kind of a threshold, but was

urging
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a United Nations appeal to the nuclear Powers to announce restraints on the siae

and number of nuclear tests pending a CTB. It stressed that a step-by-step

reduction in the growth of the nuclear arsenal, and then a reduction of the

arsenal itself, would lead to a better world.

The USSR maintained that partial or transitional measures would not be

helpful in achieving a CTB, while Mongolia said suggestions for a partial

solution had questionable political and technical aspects and could delay a CTB.

(e) Phasing-out and Threshold

As indicated in Section (c) and (d), above, and in Section (f), below,

the Swedish revised draft CTB treaty and the Canadian proposal for transitional

measures both had aspects of a phasing-out of tests over a limited period.

Canada, however, stressed that, in suggesting its transitional measures, it was

not suggesting a threshold of any kind (see Section (d) for full statement).

The Netherlands also said that a threshold treaty was not a suitable solution to

the problem of a CTB, but noted that the nuclear Powers could restrict tests,

especially those related to weapons which might be included in a SALT agreement,

without a formal treaty. It called the phasing-out solution acceptable, if the

period for the phase-out was not too long.

The USSR and C zechoSlovakia specifically opposed a treaty based on a

threshold as likely to stimulate low-yield tests and the dangerous sophistication

of nuclear weapons. The USSR added that such a treaty would also create new

difficulties with respect to the fixing of quotas, the term of their validity, etc.

Similarly, a phasing-out of tests offered no solution. If such a treaty was

based on national means of detection only, the phase-out would only complicate

the achievement of a full test ban, while if it involved an obligation for on-site

inspection, agreement would be blocked.

(f) Peaceful explosions

As indicated in Section (c), above, the Swedish revised draft CTB treaty

contained a provision exempting nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes from the

test ban if carried out in accordance with procedures to be established in a

special protocol to the treaty, the content of which was not specified. In

supporting the Swedish draft as a basis for CTB negotiations, Pakistan

reiterated its view that a CTB should not deprive signatories of the benefit of

peaceful explosions but that the exception for such explosions should not create a

loophole permitting nuclear proliferation. Non-nuclear States should therefore
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not be permitted to conduct such peaceful explosions themselves. Pakistan

submitted a working paper (CCD/34-0) which proposed that peaceful explosions

should be conducted with previously tested devices and that non-nuclear weapon

States should be prohibited from conducting any nuclear tests.

The USSR stated that a GTB had important economic aspects linked with

peaceful explosions, and urged the elaboration of the technical aspects of such

explosions and of an agreement through which non-nuclear-weapon States Parties

to the HPT would benefit from them. It noted that the US and the USSR had held

talks on the technical aspects of such explosions recently in Washington, and

read from the communique issued at the end of these talks in July, which

concluded that further talks would be useful on safety problems and engineering

projects.

International exchange of seismic data

In addition to the reference to this matter in the revised Swedish draft

CTB treaty (see Section (c) of "GTB", above), several members made general

comments. Italy felt good work had already been done to satisfy the requirements

of the General Assembly resolution on the subject. Japan noted that most data

on verification came from the Western countries and urged all militarily

important States to co-operate more actively in providing relevant information.

The USSR said any advance notification of tests for data purposes, as

suggested by some members, would provide military information but not

facilitate a final solution of the CTB problems. It favoured co-operation in

the exchange of seismic data in the context of a GTB verified without on-site

inspections. It continued to support the Swedish idea of a "detection club"

on the understanding that States would accept no obligations with regard to

international inspection or verification on their own territory and that data

would be submitted voluntarily and assessed by individual States and not by an

international body. Czechoslovakia also reiterated its willingness to

participate in a specific exchange of seismic data on the basis of national

means of verification in a GTB.
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Halting the nuclear arms race

The USSR stressed the urgency of nuclear disarmament for political

and economic reasons, and recalled the disarmament programme announced at

the Twenty-Fourth Party Congress of the CPSU. Mongolia also suggested

efforts to ban all weapons of mass destruction.

(a) SALT

(See remarks of Japan and Pakistan under Section (a) of

"CTB", above). Mongolia welcomed the US-USSR agreement

on SALT objectives which was announced in May 1971, noting

that progress at the SALT would facilitate the solution of

other disarmament problems. The USSR noted the agreements

reached at the SALT on the prevention of accidental use

of nuclear weapons and on improvement of the "hot line".

(b) Conference of five nuclear-weapon Powers

Mongolia said nuclear disarmament measures would be effective

only with the participation of all nuclear-weapon States and

that it therefore supported a conference of the five nuclear

Powers. Hungary also supported such a Conference.

The Non-Proliferation Treaty

Mexico and Pakistan stressed that, unless a CTB \ra.s achieved soon,

the effectiveness of the HPT would be destroyed. Similarly, Canada

stated that if the NPT was to be effective, highest priority must be given

to all measures to make it viable, in particular to a CTB. Italy

announced that the Council of Ministers of the European Communities had,

on 20 September 1971, unanimously authorized the European Commission to

start negotiations with IAEA on safeguards under the NPT. The US called

this a good development in the effort to make the KPT operational in all

respects.

(For Pakistan's comments on peaceful explosions, see Section (f)

of »CTB» above).

Prevention of an arms race on the sea-bed
(a) General

The USSR stressed the significance of the Sea-Bed Treaty and

the CCD role in its elaboration, and hoped it would soon

enter into force.
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(b) Signature and .ratification of the Sea-Bed Treaty

Argentina and Brazil announced they had signed the Treaty on

3 September 1971, In so doing, Argentina expressed satisfaction

with the Treaty and Argentina's participation in its negotiation

and referred to the statement of the US and the USSR with regard

to the Treaty's inapplicability to the existing law of the seas.

Brazil also reiterated certain reservations with regard to its

existing rights on the sea and the sea-bed adjacent to

its coast,

Hungary. Mongolia and the UK announced their respective

ratifications of the Treaty.

(c) Farther Negotiations

The USSR and Poland urged early consideration of the question

of a complete cessation of the arms race on the sea-bed.

Noting its previous suggestion that this item should remain on

the CCD agenda, Poland said the CCD should resume consideration

of the topic because (l) significant recent scientific and

technological progress had increased the potential use of the

sea-bed for military purposes and negatively influenced its

peaceful exploitation; (2) the CCD should fulfil its duty regarding

Article V of the Sea-Bed Treaty, obliging Parties to continue

negotiations to prevent arms race on the sea-bed; and (3) the

United Nations initiatives regarding the peaceful exploitation of

the sea-bed required immediate negotiations on the complete

demilitarization of the sea-bed. The CCD should discuss measures

ensuring the strictly peaceful utilization of the sea-bed such as

the prohibition of the emplacement on the sea-bed of specific

types of military equipment, military bases and fortifications

and the cessation of all military activities, whether of an

offensive or a defensive character.
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Prohibition of use of nuclear weapons

Mongolia said a ban on nuclear weapons similar to that on CBW in the

Geneva Protocol would curb attempts to use such weapons and facilitate

their complete elimination. Such a measure required no controls, and the

USSR draft convention on the subject was still a valid basis for

negotiations. The COD should initiate consideration of this question.

Hungary also called for a ban on use of nuclear weapons, for which the

USSR draft convention would serve as a useful basis.

Nuclear-free zones

(a) Treaty of Tlatelolco

Mexico introduced a working paper (CCD/3/+2) containing basic facts

on the status of the Tlatelolco Treaty and the Protocols to it. It stated

that the USSR position favouring a series of unilateral declarations,

instead of the ratification of Protocol II, was prejudicial to the aims

of that Protocol and was no substitute for a binding international

agreement. The US welcomed the progress that had been made on the

Treaty1s implementation.

(b) Other zones

Sweden supported the ideas previously expressed for nuclear-free zones

in Africa, the Balkans and North and Central Europe, the latter to encompass

also the reduction of conventional arms in the area.

General and complete disarmament

Italy stressed the importance it attached to GGD and recalled General

Assembly resolution 2661 and the working paper on a comprehensive program

mentioned therein. While the GCD had been absorbed during its 1971

session by the BW draft convention, it should discuss GCD at its next

session as the main item. Italy considered its working paper, CCD/309,

to be an appropriate basis for a balanced approach to the question.

The USSR, in its concluding statement, noted that discussions in the

General Assembly and elsewhere had proved the continuing interest in GCD.
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Conventional disarmament and arms trade

In a major statement on the subject, the US recognized that the

problems of limiting conventional arms was not generally popular and

that its history was unencouraging. However, while nuclear disarmament

deserved a high priority, discussion of conventional disarmament should

proceed concurrently. The CCD should begin exploring possible steps

in this field with both a regional and a global approach; small steps

in the regional field might eventually emerge. The prospects for

negotiations on force reductions in Europe were now brighter, and

similar efforts should be made in other regions. An important step

would be that of limiting the flow of weapons to conflict areas, as

previously suggested by the United States in working paper CCD/307.

The relationship between restrictions on the importation and-

production of weapons should be discussed. States in a given region

might exchange information on production and purchase or supply of arms,

and this might lead to voluntary restraints. The global approach was

very complex, and a thorough substantive analysis, with the participation

of all CCD members, was needed. The CCD's efforts might influence the

decisions of States with regard to arms and disarmament problems. In its

concluding statement, the US again stressed the need for intensified

discussion of conventional disarmament, suggesting that the CCD contribute

to a better understanding of possible useful steps and to efforts to limit

and cut badcconventional arms expenditures, which were consuming large

world resources. It noted that the Secretary-General's latest Report

underlined the importance of this problem,

Sweden also advocated a general reduction of conventional arms

(see also "Nuclear-free zones", above).

Reduction of forces in Europe

For US vieitf, see section above.

Czechoslovakia noted that the question of reduction of forces in Europe

had been proposed by the Warsaw Pact countries many times since 195$.

In 1966, they had also proposed a European security conference to discuss

disarmament. Czechoslovakia was ready to participate in negotiations

on force reductions whenever the NATO countries were ready, either at a

European security conference or a European disarmament conference, where

all aspects of disarmament should be considered.
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European security conference

In addition to comments related to this question noted in the

preceding sections, Czechoslovakia said the convening of a European

security conference had been unnecessarily delayed by the NATO countries,

and hoped they would not raise additional conditions.

World disarmament conference

Hungary and Mongolia supported the USSR proposal for convening a

World disarmament conference. In its concluding statement, the USSR,

stressing the need for the participation of all States in disarmament

discussions again referred to this proposal, recalling Mr. Gromyko's

statement and the draft resolution on the subject at the twenty-sî cfch

General Assembly.

Participation of France and the FRG

Mongolia mentioned the need for all nuclear Powers to participate

in nuclear disarmament (see "Halting the arms race", above).

Japan said all nuclear-weapon States should co-operate in reducing

tests, but stressed that the participation of all in negotiations for a

CTB should not be made a precondition for a major initiative towards the

goal by the US and the USSR.

Pakistan rejected arguments that a CTB was impossible because France

and the PRC had not participated in the partial Test Ban Treaty. At the

same time, it suggested the restoration of the PRC's legitimate rights

in the United Nations, hoped it would take its seat in the United Nations

this year and believed its inclusion in disarmament negotiations in the

CCD and other forums would facilitate nuclear disarmament, including a

CTB. It also hoped the visit of President Hixon to the PRG would strengthen

international security.
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PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL 1 October 1971

CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

Unofficial Summary of the Informal Meeting held at

the Palais des Nations on 29 September 1971

Chairman: Ambassador Jorge Castaneda (Mexico)

Mr. Leonard (US) noted that the preliminary draft of the CCD Report,

including a number of suggestions already made by various members, had been

circulated early last week. During the past week, many members had made

helpful suggestions, and the revised draft presented today showed the effort

to accommodate as many of these as possible. The principal aim was to

produce a document' useful to the UN General Assembly, and the report was,

therefore, quite comprehensive, in accordance with many suggestions. It had

the same format as previous reports, but contained a new Part III, which

constituted the special report on a comprehensive test ban, pursuant to the

Assembly resolution and the desire of those members who had shown particular '

interest in this matter. The draft also highlighted suggestions and

proposals put forward by members and described the negotiations on a BW

convention, in which all members had played an active role. A space had been

left for a paragraph describing the final week's discussion, to be furnished

shortly. Comments on the draft were invited.

Mr. Baner.i'ee (India) expressed satisfaction that most of the members'

suggestions had been accepted. However, he raised three minor points:

(l) in para. 2 of p.l and line 7 of p.15, it might be more accurate to

substitute the phrase "present draft of the convention" for "final draft of

the convention"; (2) the last sentence of p.19 might be re-phrased to read:

"The delegations of, etc., addressed the question of conventional weapons and

expressed their respective views"; and (3) in the first sentence of p.24,

the phrase "have repeatedly adopted resolutions on the urgent need" might

replace the words "have repeated the call".

Mr. Khaliaf (UAR) said he could not comment because of insufficient time

to study the draft, and suggested that delegates make their views known

directly to the Co-Chairmen.- *

Mr. Leonard (US) recognized the pressure of time on members, but believed

some members might have comments to make at the meeting; others could

communicate their views later.
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Mr. Roshchin (USSR) said he thought members in a position to make comments

should do so at the meeting and others could make comments later, so that the

Secretariat could prepare the revised draft by 4.00 p.m. the next day. He

also said he would accept the Indian suggestion to replace the words "final

draft".

Mr. Ignatieff (Canada) thanked the Co-Chairmen for making the draft

report more readable, better organized, more acceptable and especially more

responsive to the General Assembly's request for a special report on CTB.

Canada had had contact with the Co-Chairmen on this question, and found the

results satisfactory. On p.23, however, the phrase "participation of all

militarily important States in disarmament negotiations" should be

substituted for the. present wording, and Canada should be added to those who

favoured this. •

Mr. Garacciolo (Italy) said he could not discuss the approach used in the

report, since this was the choice of- the Co-Chairmen, but he thanked them for

making an effort to explain faithfully the positions of the various

delegations. On p.8, "European Community" should read "European Communities"

and "Commission" should read "European Commission11; on p.11, "in direct"

should read "indirect"; and, on p.17, para. 2, a line had been dropped after

the line ending "Argentina".

Mr. Eckerberg (Sweden) said the draft was an excellent description of the

CCD work, and he particularly welcomed the special section on CTB. He suggested

adding, on the top of p.6, concerning SALT, the phrase "and urged that the CCD

receive adequate information regarding the progress of these bilateral

negotiations", perhaps but not necessarily with further reference to the PV's

in which Sweden and Mexico had made the suggestions.

Mr. U Win Pe (Burma) also thanked the Co-Chairmen for taking into account

the majority of views, particularly with regard to the BW convention, and

suggested the addition, in para. 2, p.17, of the phrase "The Delegation of the

United Kingdom stated that it would be for each Party to decide whether it

could or was prepared to provide the assistance requested".

Mr. Hainworth (UK) said he had intended to make a suggestion similar to

that made by Burma. 'It would be more accurate if the preceding sentence were

also altered to include "to the effect that assistance should be provided at

the request of the endangered Party". Also, on p.16, line 5, the UK should be

added.
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Mr. Naik (Pakistan) requested that its name be added to any included on

the top of p.6 with regard to Sweden's suggested addition.

Mr. Castaneda (Mexico) thanked the Co-Chairmen for including some

suggestions by his delegation and others.

The Chairman (Mexico) said that, since there was no further comment,

the Co-Chairmen would consider the suggestions and revise the draft report

and submit it as a'Conference document.
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COIIFEREKCE OF THE C01TJTTEE OH DISAHTJU-52IT

Unofficial. Summary of Informal Part of 5/wVth Meeting held

at .the Palais .des. Nations on 3Q..September 1971

Chairman: Mr. 0. KhosBayar (Mongolia)

Mr. Leonard (US) noted that the paragraph (p.l̂ -, para. 2) which had been

added with regard to the GCD reaction to the draft BW convention was similar to

that used in a previous report with regard to the draft Sea-Bed Treaty. It had

been thought appropriate to add that a number of delegations had pointed out that

final decisions 'of their governments would be taken at a later stage. This was

a form of rnservation. No attempt had been made to sum up the views expressed, as*
some delegations were covered by co-sponsorship and others by the strong and

unconditional support expressed. A further discussion would take place in the

General Assembly. He invited comments on the draft report CCD/355.

Mr. Banerjee (India) thanked the Co-Chairmen for readily accepting India's

suggestion at the last meeting and raised two additional points: (l) on p.11, line 3,

"final" might be removed and replaced by "revised"; and (?.} on p.18, line 6, remove

the comma and add the word "a" before "simultaneous agreement".

I-'Ir. Khallaf (UAR) suggested that on p. 10, first line, "a" be replaced by "the"

before the word "principle"; that, on p.20, line 7 from the bottom, the word

"resolution" be replaced by "solution": and that the date with regard to document

CCD/35A in Annex B be corrected.

Vr, Eckerberg (Sweden) suggested that, on p.19, last paragraph, line 2, the

reference be included, and that, in the last line, the word "considered" be changed

to "discussed". He was in full agreement with the new paragraph expressing the

general consensus on the draft BW convention.

Mr. Khattabi (Morocco) associated himself with those expressing gratitude and

suggested that, on p.12, Morocco be added, v?ith appropriate references, to Canada as

proposing that notification of BW destruction should be made.
»

Mr. Hainworth (UK) thanked the Co-Chairmen for a fair and accurate summary of

the CCD work/ He particularly appreciated the manner in which the consensus on the

BW convention had been expressed.

(Since there was no further comment, the Chairman suggested a brief break),

Fir. Roshchin (USSR) stated that all the suggestions were acceptable to the

Co-Chairmen.

(The formal meeting was resumed).


